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September 7, 1995 will forever be a part of East Kingston's history. On this
date, our Police Department, along with other ofiicers throughout the area,
lost Melvin A. Keddy, fellow officer and friend, while he was assisting the
Kingston Police Department at an accident scene. His senseless death makes
us stop and think about just how short our stay on this earth may be, and why
such a kind, caring man should leave us so soon.
Mel was my friend, I am going to miss him and his easygoing manner. No
matter how many time I had to speak to him about some minor problem, he
would always smile and say, ^^ou're right. Chief. Unlike myself and many
others, he would accept this criticism and promise to correct it, or do better
next time. He always found some good in everyone, regardless of the situation.
Mel was one of a kind, he was a friend to all and we're going to miss him.
Henry F. Lewandowski, Jr., Chief
East Kingston Police Department
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Stephen E. Merrill, State House, Concord 03301
State Representatives - District 15 & 16
Charles H. Felch, Sr.-PO Box 22, Seabrook 03874
Benjamin E. Moore-PO Box 1813, Seabrook 03874
E. Albert Weare, 30 Forest Ct. Seabrook 03874
State Senator - District 23








Judd Gregg, 99 Pease Blvd, Portsmouth 03801 431-2171 or 1-202-224-3323
Bob Smith, 1 Harbor Pic, Suite 435, Portsmouth 03801 433-1667
Representative:
Bill Zeliff, 340 Commcl St., Manchester 031 01 669-6330 or 433-1 601
Governor's Executive Council
Ruth L Griffin. 479 Richards Ave, Portsmouth, NH 03801 436-5272
County. Commissioner:
Tom Battles, 119 North Rd, Brentwood 03833 679-2256
TOWN OFFICERS
Elected Officers:
Auditors (RSA 41 :32-A)
1996 Vacant
Board of Selectmen (RSA 41:8 to 8-E)
1996 Joseph Cacciatore
1997 Raymond R. Donald
1998 Andrew L. T. Berridge
Cemetery Committee
Mar. 1998 Donald C. Andolina, Chairman
Mar. 1997 Eugene V. Madej
Mar. 1996 Marie M. Andolina
Highway Agent (RSA 231:62 to 62-B)
1996 Robert L. Rossi
Moderator (RSA 40:1)
1996 Roberta. Donovan
Supervisors of the Checklist (RSA 55:3)
1996 Sarah B. Lazor, Chairman
1998 Estelle M. Dusty Decatur
2000 Virginia Conti
Town Clerk/Tax Collector (RSA 41:45-A)















Treasurer (RSA 41 :26 to 268)
1995-1998 Linda M. Eaton
Trustee of the Public Library (RSA 202-A:6)
1996 Carol Davis
1997 Virginia Corton, Chairman
1 998 Conrad V. Moses
Trustee of Trust Funds (RSA 31:19-23)
1996 Vacant
1 997 Charles A. Walker, Bookkeeper 642-4447






1996 Robert A. Marston, D.V.M. 778-0570
Board of Adjustment (RSA 673:5) 642-8406
Dec. 1998 Stewart L. Aronson, Alternate
Mar. 1998 David A. Ciardelli
Dec. 1997 David C. Boudreau, Jr.
Dec. 1997 Norman J. Freeman, Sr.
Dec. 1997 Joseph Conti, Resigned
Dec. 1 996 Edward Cardone
Mar. 1996 John V. Daly, Chairman
* Catherine Belcher, Secretary
Building Inspector 642-8406
Dec. 1996 Glenn P. Clark 642-8727 (Residence)
Conservation Commission (RSA 36-A:3) 642-8406
Mar. 1998 Lawrence K. Smith, Chairman 642-5538
Mar. 1998 James L. Nupp
Mar. 1998 Gail Andersen
Mar. 1996 Vytautas Kasinskas
Mar. 1996 Dennis Quintal
Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector 642-8794
Dec. 1996 Sharon P. Day
Deputy Treasurer (RSA 41 :29-A) 642-8406
Mar. 1996 Donald H. Clark 642-5548
Emergency Management (Office of)
Dec. 1996 Amanda J. Rossi-Lashoones, Coordinator 642-5246
Fire Department Emergency 911
Business (RSA 154:5) 642-3141
Indefinitely James C. Davis, Deputy Fire Chief & Fire Engineer
Indefinitely Richard A. Smith, Sr., Fire Engineer
Indefinitely Alan Mazur, Deputy Fire Chief & Fire Engineer
Fire Warden (Town) (State appointed) 642-5544
1 Year Term Richard A. Smith, Sr.
Fire Wardens (Deputies) (State appointed)
SYearTemi David J. Conti 772-5752 or 394-7852
3 Year Term Adam Mazur
1 Year Term Francis L. Smith
Health OfHcer (RSA 128:1) (State appointed) 3 Year
Feb. 1998 Rosemary J. Blood-Benjamin 642-5148
Historical Committee
Dec. 1996 Janet W. Damsell, Chairman 642-5405
Dec. 1996 Donald H. Clark
Dec. 1996 Mary C. Wittman
Dec. 1996 Susan St. Martin
Dec. 1996 Joseph O'Sulllvan
Honorary John J. Bakle
Honorary William A. Wright
Librarian 642-8333
Judith Haskell
Planning Board (RSA 673:5) 642-8406
Mar. 1998 Richard A. Smith, Chairman
Mar. 1998 Robert A. Marston, DVM
Mar. 1997 Amanda J. Rossi-Lashoones (Resigned 9/95)
Mar. 1997 J. Roby Day
Mar. 1997 Andrew L. V. Berridge, Selectman
Mar. 1996 Catherine George
* Catherine Belcher, Secretary
Police Department Emergency 911
Business (RSA 41 :47) 642-5427
Dec. 1996 Henry F. Lewandowski, Jr., Chief
Dec. 1996 Ronald E. Fanrell, Sergeant
Dec. 1996 Sean Conlin
Dec. 1996 Jeffrey L. LeDuc
Dec. 1996 Richard R. Simpson
Dec. 1996 Robert S. Donovan, Sr.
Recreation Committee
Dec. 1996 Richard S. Poelaert, Chairman 642-3406
Dec. 1996 George V. Gilman III
Dec. 1996 Leo S. Murray
Recycling Committee
Mar. 1997 Virginia Nichols-Kiley, Chairman
Mar. 1996 David G. Miller
Mar. 1997 Timothy Kiley
Mar. 1997 Kimberiy Casey
Rockingham Planning Commission (RSA 36:46) 778-0885
Aug. 1999 Lawrence K. Smith, Commissioner 642-8406 or 642-5538
Rockingham VNA 772-2981
Vacant
RPC Steering Committee to Study Non-point Sources of Pollution in the
Exeter/Squamscott Watershed
Mar. 1996 Lawrence K. Smith
Solid Waste Committee
149-MSRSWD (RSA 53:B)
Mar. 1996 Nathaniel B. Rowell, Chairman 642-5453
Mar. 1996 Donald H. Clark, Alternate
Mar. 1996 Joseph Conti, Altemate (Resigned 95)
Town Offices Custodian 642/8406
Indefinitely Eugene V. Madej
Transportation Enhancements Congestion 642-8406
Mitigation Quality (CMAQ)
Dec. 1996 Eugene V. Madej
Welfare Agent (RSA 41 :2) 642-8406
Dec. 1996 Donald H. Clark
Town OfHce Staff: 642-8406
* Sandra Johnson, Administrative Assistant
* Donald H. Clark, Selectmen's Special Assistant
* Nancy J. Marden, Secretary/Assessing Records Specialist
* Catherine Belcher, Secretary Assistant
* Note: Town Employees, Not Appointed
Appointed Officers not in RSA's have one year
Contracted Auditors: Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
REPORT OF TOWN MEETING
March 14, 1995
East Kingston, NH
The Annual Town Election was called to order at 10:00 AM by
the Moderator, Robert B. Donovan. Polls closed by Moderator
at 7:02 PM . Town Meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM
with approximately 210 people attending.
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
Town Bal lot
Auditors;1 yr.term (2): write in: Anne Rossi 7
Not f i 1 led
Cemetery Trustee;3 yr.term: Donald C. Andolina 321
Cemetery Trustee;2 yr.term: Eugene V. Madej 296
Cemetery Trustee;1 yr.term: Marie M. Andolina 281
Road Agent ; 1 yr. term: Robert L. Rossi 346
Selectman;3 yr. term: Andrew L.T. Berridge 230.
Town Clerk-Tax Collector;3 yr. term: Barbara A. Clark 170
Treasurer;3 yr. term: Linda Eaton 358
Trustee of Public Library;3 yr. term:Conrad Moses 338
Trustee of Trust Fund;3 yr. term: Not filled
Note position TTF not filled-Mr. Walker received 7
write in votes but he is already on the Board
School Bal lot
Board Member;3 yr. term: Richard Poelaert 321
Treasurer;1 yr. term: write in:Mary Russell 17
Clerkjl yr. term: Catherine George 343
Moderator;1 yr. term: write in:Robert Donovan 69
Auditors:! yr. term (2): write in: Mary Kelley 9
write in: Estelle DeCatur 8
Article 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No .
1
as proposed by citizen petition for the Town of
East Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Commercial uses may also be located in a second
Commercial District which will be located
northerly from ttie center line of Powwow River
Road (Route 107A) and Burnt Swamp Road (Route
107A) to a depth of 1200 feet and'within 340
feet westerly of the center line of Haverhill
Road (Route 108) and within 550 feet easterly of
the center line of Haverhill Road (Route 108).
The Planning Board recommends approval of this
art i cl e .
Yes 308 * No 74
Article 3: Are you in favor of adoption of Amendment No. 2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of
East Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows:
Amend Article X -Home Occupations Ordinance by
adding a new section 10.2.9 as follows:
10.2.9 Home Occupations must not create
hazardous traffic conditions.
Yes 299 * No 89
Moderator stated that before the warrant articles are
discussed and voted on, the Board of Selectmen would like to
make an announcement
.
William DiProfio spoke about the number of people that have
retired from, or didn't rerun for positions in East Kingston
this year. These individuals have devoted many years and
hours of services to the town and a little public recognition
never hurts. To show our appreciation for their services, the
following people were recognized:
Robert Fairbanks-resigned from Cable Committee and was
with the Emergency Management as the
coordinator. A dinner was recently given in
honour of Bob and Mr. DiProfio will make
sure he receives the plaque in recognition
for his years of service.
Linda Andrze jewski-Li brary for 15 years of service to the
town as Library Trustee. Mr. DiProfio will
present her plaque to her at a later date.
Donald Andol ina-Sel ectmen for 9 years and currently Cemetery
Chairman. Mr. DiProfio will present his
plaque to Don at a later date.
Kathleen A. Barker-Mr. Raymond Donald recognized and thanked
Kathy for years of service from 1988 to
present and presented her with a plaque and
she received a standing ovation from the
Towns people.
Austin Carter Sr-Mr. Joe Cacciatore recognized Austin Carter
for 25 years of service to the Fire and
Rescue Dept . Mr. Carter retired from
Fire/Rescue but is still active with the Fire
Association. Mr. Carter has been very
dedictated and is always willing to give of
himself and asks nothing in return, and will
be missed. Mr. Carter was presented a plaque
of appreciation and received a standing
ovat ion
.
David Conti-Bill DiProfio recognized Dave for 29 years of
service on the Fire Department as a fire fighter,
EMT, & chief. Thanked him for night & day
service and dedication to community. Bill
presented Dave a plaque and he received a
standing ovation from the Towns people.
Anne Rossi-Joe Cacciatore recognized Anne for her 6 years of
service to the Town as an auditor. Joe will see
that Anne receives her cert, of apppreci at ion
.
Francis Smith-Ray Donald honored Mr. Smith for
his many years of service working with the town
and being one of the first founders of the fire
department in East Kingston, President of the Fire
Assoc, Deputy Forest Fire Warden, and Trustee of
the Cemetery. Mr. Smith will receive his plaque
when he comes back from Florida.
William DiProfio-In 1978 joined the Planning Board and worked
on the Master Plan and helped on the second
revision. In 1989 came on as Selectman and
helped to bring East Kingston into the
computer years. Mr. DiProfio has offered to
continue with his services in the financial
reports for the Town. In honour of Mr.
DiProfio's service and committment to the
Town, Mr. Gary Hinz from Grounds for Living
has contributed a plant in Mr. DiProfio's
honour to be planted at the East Kingston
Library in conjunction with a project Justin
O'Bara is working on for his Eagle Scout
Badge. Mr. Donald will give Mr. DiProfio
his plaque at a later date. Mr. DiProfio
received a standing ovation for his many
years of dedication and support to the Town
of East Kingston.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $599,000.00
less estimated revenues to defray Town charges
for the ensuing year.




Article 5: Shall the town accept the provision of RSA 33:7
providing that any town at an annual meeting may
adopt an article (authorizing indefinitely, until
specific rescission of such authority), the
Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes?
Motion made by: Joe Cacciatore Seconded: Ray Donald
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 6: Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 31:95-
b providing that any town at an annual meeting may
adopt an article (authorizing indefinitely, until
specific rescission of such authority), the
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without
further action by the Town Meeting, unanticipated
money from a State, Federal, or other governmental
unit or a private source which becomes available
during the fiscal year?
Motion made by: Ray Donald Seconded: Bill DiProfio
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authoriz.e the
Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of personal
property which may be offered to the Town for any
public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The
8
Selectmen must hold a public hearing before
accepting such gift, and the acceptance shall not
bind the Town to raise, appropriate, or expend any
public funds for the operation, maintenance,
repair, or replacement of any such personal
property.
Motion made by: Bill DiProfio Seconded: Joe Cacciatore
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to accept on behalf of the Town
gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in
trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA
31 :19.
Motion made by: Joe Cacciatore Seconded: Ray Donald
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by
the Town by Tax Collector's deed. Such
conveyance shall be by deed following public
auction, or the property may be sold by
advertised sealed bids, or may otherwise disposed
of as justice may require (authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority), pursuant to RSA 80:42 and RSA 80:80.
Motion made by: Ray Donald Seconded: Bill DiProfio
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 10: Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 202-
A:4-c providing that any town at an annual
meeting may adopt an article (authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority), the Public Library Trustees to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by
the Town Meeting, unanticipated money from a
State, Federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available during the
fiscal year?
Motion made by: Bill DiProfio Seconded: Joe Cacciatore
Discussion: None
Voted :Passed
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of eight thousand dollars
($8,000), said sum to be used for year two of
five years of the lease/purchase of fourteen (14)
self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA's). At
the .end of the fifth year, the SCBA's will remain
the property of the Town.
Motion made by: Joe Cacciatore to raise and appropriate the
9
sum of $7488.00, said sum to be used for year two of five
years of the lease/purchase of fourteen self-contained
breathing apparatus.
Seconded: Ray Donald
Discussion: Mr. Metcalf asked how many members of the Fire
Dept. -answer by Mr. Davis 21. Mr. Donald explained about 2
yr. lease & if don't approve we would need to renegotiate
the contract and would lose what we paid last year.
Voted: Passed
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate $6857.00 to be added to the Police
Department Automobile Capital Reserve Fund.
Motion made by Ray Donald to raise and appropriate $6000.00
to be added to the Police Dept. Auto. Capital Reserve Fund.
Seconded: Bill DiProfio.
Di scussion :Mr Jacques wanted to know Int. earned. Mr. Donald
stated Selectmen monitor and oversee but don't do the
investing so not aware of int. at this time.
Voted: Passed
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum
of $16,857.00 from the Police Department Auto-
mobile Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purpose of acquisition of a new police cruiser
and related equipment, and to authorize the
purchase of a new police cruiser and related
equipment with said funds.
Motion made by:Ray Donald Seconded: Bill DiProfio
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate $5000.00 to be added to the Building
Preservation Expendable Trust Fund.
Motion made by: Bill DiProfio Seconded: Joe Cacciatore
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to transfer the sum
of $3000.00 from the Building Preservation
Expendable Trust Fund established for the purpose
of town building maintenance and to authorize the
contracting for the painting of the exterior of
the Town Hall with said funds.
Motion made by: Bill DiProfio Seconded: Joe Cacciatore
Discussion: Mr. Kasinskas asked cost effective to do. vinyl
siding instead of painting. Mr. Donald stated considered a
historical building and general feeling is to keep painted.
It was 12 years since last paint job.
Voted: Passed
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate $4000.00 to be added to the
10
Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund.
Motion made by: Joe Cacciatore Seconded: Ray Donald
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate $5000.00 to be added to the
Rescue Vehicle Capital Reserve Fund.
Motion made by: Ray Donald Seconded: Bill DiProfio
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 18: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate a sum not to exceed $3000.00 to be
added to those funds raised and appropriated by
the East Kingston Rescue Association for the
purpose of purchasing a cardiac defibrillator for
the emergency medical services vehicle.
Motion made by: Bill DiProfio Seconded: Joe Cacciatore
Discussion: Mr. Kasinskas asked to justify equipment. Mrs.
Trottier gave an explanation of equipment and stated 3
presently qualified to use and 1 in training. Also stated
have $4500.00 in account at this time. Question asked what %
add to tax bill=4 cents.
Motion made to move question:Dan Guillmette
Seconded: Charles Grant
Voted to move question: Passed ^
Voted on original article #18: Passed
Article 19: To see if the Town will vote to accept Forest
Drive from Willow Road to Pheasant Run; Pheasant
Run from Forest Drive to the East Kingston Town
line; and Foxhollow Court; in accordance with the
Town Engineer's recommendation.
Motion made by: Joe Cacciatore Seconded: Ray Donald
Discussion: Police Chief questioned a culvert being repaired
in Pheasant Run before article passed. After description of
where problem with culvert is, told it's not in the area
being voted on at this time.
Voted: Passed
Article 20: On petition of Martha Carter and 26 registered
voters of the Town of East Kingston, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $300.00 to Area Homemaker Home Health Aide
Service, Inc.
Motion made by: Martha Carter Seconded: Robert Carter
Di scussion :Mrs. Day asked for explanation of article-
explained by Mrs. Carter.
Voted: Passed
Article 21: On petition of Laurie A. Lund and 23 registered
voters of the Town of East Kingston, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
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sum of $250.00 to Richie McFarland Children's
Center
.
Motion made by: Laurie Lund Seconded: Carol Davis
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 22: On petition of Lucille Cacciatore and 26
registered voters of the Town of East Kingston,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2100.00 to Seacoast Big
Brother/Big Sister of New Hampshire.
Motion made by:Lucille Cacciatore Seconded: Cathy George
Discussion: Mrs. S. Mazur asked if anyone being served by
this organization. Moderator recognized Mr. Carnigie from
Seacoast Big Brother/Sister. Mr. Carnigie gave information
and stated 2 now and 2 on waiting list for services.
Voted: Passed
Article 23: On petition of Mary Carter and 52 registered
voters of the Town of East Kingston, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $740.00 to Seacoast Hospice.
Motion made by: Andrew Berridge Seconded: Karen Conti
Discussion: Moderator recognized Walter Phinney from Seacoast
Hospice. Mr. Phinney thanked the Town for last years support.
Voted: Passed
Article 24: On petition on Judith Levis and 22 registered
voters of the Town of East Kingston, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 to Seacoast Mental Health
Center, Inc.
Motion made by: Judy Levis Seconded: Virginia Conti
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 25: On petition of Lynne Walker and 24 registered
voters of the Town of East Kingston, to see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1900.00 to Child & Family Services.
Motion made by: Lynne Walker Seconded: Linda Eaton
Discussion: Mr. Fitzgibbon asked why Selectman had no
recommendation on this article. Mr. DiProfio stated no info
received. Mrs. Walker had current info and explained 5
families served.
Voted: Passed
Article 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1243.00 to support the
Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc.
a private non-profit, anti-poverty agency.
Motion made by: Ray Donald Seconded: Bill DiProfio
Discussion: Mr. DiProfio explained services and how helps the
Town keep welfare costs down.
12
Voted: Passed
Article 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2273.00 to support the
Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association to provide
continued health care services to the residents
of the Town.
Motion made by: Bill DiProfio Seconded: Sarah Lazor
Discussion: None
Voted: Passed
Article 28: To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Mr. Metcalf made motion: Establish a committee to aid the
Fire Chief, the East Kingston Fire/Rescue EMS Coordinator,
and the Selectmen in suggesting solutions to solve the
manpower shortages in the fire and rescue department, review
the rules and regulations of these departments, address
future equipment needs of these departments, and to review
the readiness of these departments as it pertains to the
public safety and welfare of the citizens of East Kingston.
We wish to enlist the aid and cooperation of the Fire Chief,
and the East Kingston Fire/Rescue EMS Coordinator in this
endeavor
.
The committee will report to the Selectmen, Fire Chief, and
the Fire Rescue EMS coordinator every two months. These
reports will be presented during the Selectmen's regular
monthly meeting and be included in the minutes. The final
report to be given to the Selectmen for inclusion in the
annual report of the Town.
The following persons have shown an interest and are willing
to servce on the Committee: Austin Carter, Roland Estabrook,
Norman J. Freeman, Stanley Lashoone, Charles Marden, Robert
Marston, Adam Mazur, Ronald Metcalf, Harvey Purington, Janet
Reagan and Robert Reagan.
Seconded by: Robert Reagan
Discussion: Following information came from discussion-Would
be a volunteer committee, names and number of people can be
changed if desired. Reason for pet it ion=current ly is a
shortage of people on the rescue squad. Point raised new
election of officers just took place and they should have 1
year to reorganize the department before this motion acted
on
.
Motion made by Mr. DeCatur-tabl e for one year.
Seconded: Carol Davis
Discussion on motion to table: more discussion of why need
the committe and why shouldn't implement it.
Vote on motion to table: Hand count Yes= 41 No=59
Discussion on original motion as read by Mr. Metcalf:Mr.
Davis- newly elected Fire Chief stated have exactly enough
people now, need more volunteers, and questioned motives of
this new committee.
Motion to move question: Cathy George Seconded: Karen Cont
i
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Establish a committee to aid the Fire Chief, the East
Kingston Fire/Rescue EMS Coordinator, and the selectmen in
suggesting solutions to solve the manpower shortages in the
fire and rescue department, review the rules and regulations
of these departments, address future equipment needs of these
departments, and to review the readiness of these departments
as it pertains to the public safety and welfare of the
citizens of East Kingston , We wish to enlist the aid and
cooperation of the Fire Chief, and the East Kingston
Fire/Rescue EMS Coordinator in this endeavor.
The committee will report to the selectmen , fire chief, and
the fire rescue EMS coordinator every two months. These
reports will be presented during the selectmen's regular
monthly meeting and be included in the minutes. The final
report to be given to the selectmen for inclusion in the
annual report of the town.
The following persons have shown an interest and are willing













Cathy George made motion to Adjourn meeting
Seconded: Mr. DeCatur.
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GENERAL FUND - Revenues and expenditures for the period - Specify ^
January 1, 199 5" to December 31, 199 s5"
OR
July 1, 199 to June 30, 199
A. REVENUES - Modified Accural
1. Revsnue from taxas








b. Exhibit - taxes paid to school districts
(Total on line 16c, page 7) 4933
c. Land use change taxes 3120 c? ^07
d. Resident taxes 3180
a. Yield taxes 3185 /^^/
f. Payments in lieu of taxes 3186
9. Other taxes (Explain on separate schedule) 3189
h. Interest and penalties on delinquent taxes 3190 S/ 3^9
TOTAL (Excludina line 1b) • t :?po2 S7S'
Z. TOTAL ravanues for aducotion purposas
(This entry should be used by the few municipalities which
have dependent school districts only)
3. Ravanua from licansas, parmits, and fees
a. Business licenses and permits 3210 J 35-/
b. Motor vehicle permtt fees 3220 /SP 50^
c. Building penniTS 3230 7 07 (





A- REVENUES - ModKiMJ Accrual (Continual)
4.. RcvaniM from th« f»d«r«l ffovmmmmnt






b. Environmental protection 3312
Other federal grants and reimbursements - Specify^
TOTAL
E. R»v*nu* from «h» St«t* of New Hampahir*




b. Highway block prant 3353 ^^3o9
a\
c Water pollution grants 3354
cL Housing and community development 3355
a. State and federal forest land reimbursement 3356 7g
f. Flood control reimbursement 3357
S- Other state grants and reimbursemems - Specify -^
Civil bBF£A'-2,B 7??f?/A'/A/6- fi£/^eiJ^S£M£K r
3359
TOTAL 77 153
6. Ravanua from othar povamn>anta
Interpovemmental revenue - Other 3379
7. Ravanua from charpas for aarvicas
(Exclude interfund transfers)
a. Income from departments 3401 ^syz
b. Water supply system charges 3402




a. Other char J^y-'^-fi^CLct JU.U> 340S
TOTAL
Remarks
Page 2 fOHM f-VHU&^\ (1.6-Ki
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GENERAL FUND (Continued)
A. REVENUES - Modifi»d Ac»nval (Continuad)




b. Sale of municipal property
c Interest on Investments










m. Fines and forfeits 3504
f. Insurance dividends and reimbursements 3506 ^<?76'
p. Contributions and donations 3508
h. Other miscellaneous sources not otherwise classified lU^O
\. TOTAL <?9 hOO
S. Interhind operating tranafars in
a. Transfers from special revenue fund 3912
b. Transfers from capital projects fund 3913
c. Transfers from proprietary funds
d. Transfers from capital reserve fund 3915 msi
a. Transfers from trust and agency funds 3916
f. TOTAL $ 19^5-^
10. Othar financial aourcaa
a. Proceeds from long-term notes and
general obligation bonds 393<
b. Proceeds from all other bonds 3935
c. Other long-term financial sources 3939
TOTAL -o-
11. TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES s 2 ^7^ 3-0 9
12. TOTAL FUND EQUITY (Beginning of year)
(Should equal line B.2d, column b, page B) — 97, O 70
13. TOTAL OF UNES 11 AND 12
(Should equal line 75, pspe 7) • $ 2<b 70>Z 79
Remarks
PLEASE CONTINUE WTTH PART I, SECTION B. HEM 7, ON PAGE 4
FOHM F^eiMS-SI 11-S-KI Page :
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^irillM GENERAL FUND (Continued)
GENERAL FUND (Continuad)

















b. Solid waste collection 4323 go s:^^
c. Solid waste disposal 4324
d. Solid waste clean-up 4325
a. Sewage collection and disposal 4326
f. Other sanitation 4329
B. TOTAL
So:?2^
6. Watar distribution and traatmont
a. Administration 4331
b. Water services 4332
c Water treatment 4335
d. Water conservation 4338






b. Pest control SAC>
c Health agencies and hosphals 4415 96 ^^
d. Other health 4419
TOTAL $ JO/^ Co
7. TOTAL axpanditura* for aducation purpoaaa
(This entry should be used by the few







c. Intergovernmental welfare payments
d. Vendor payments 4445
a. Other welfare 4449
f. TOTAL 33^/




B. EXPENDITURES - ModKiad Accrual (Continu»d)
S. Cuhurs and racraation






















b. Purchase of natural resources 4612
c. Other conservation 4619
TOTAL ^^
11. Radewalopmant and housing
a. Administration 4631






b. Economic development 4652






a. Principal long term bonds and notes
b. Interest on long term bonds and notes 4721
c. Interest on tax and revenue anticipation notes 4723 :^uo2^
d. Other debt service charges 4790
TOTAL $ 2j^oS^
14. Capital outlay
a. Land and improvements 4901
b. Machinery, vehicles, and equipment 4902 Uo7^7
c. Buildings 4903
d. Improvements other than buildings 4909 /^3^P
TOTAL i$j3D5r s




B. EXPENDITURES - ModifiMl Accrual (Continuad)
IS. Intcrfund opararting transfara out









b. Transfers to capital projects funds 4913 Pooc>o
c Transfers to proprietary funds 4914
d. Transfers to capital reserve funds 4915
a. Transfers to trust and aoency funds 4916
TOTAL $ ^o Poo
16. Paymants to othar govammants
(Asaassad Amount)
a. Taxes paid to county 4931 $ //^73'?
b. Taxes paid to precincts/village districts 4932
c Taxes paid to school districts 4933 /7S2U6
d. Payments to other governments 4939
TOTAL ,/<?U/aO^
17. TOTAL EXPENDITURES t:?s//^3u
18. TOTAL FUND EQUrTY (End of year)
(Should equal line B2d, column c, on page 8 and
line A 13 less line B17. on page 3) ^- /IpJ+2.
19. TOTAL OF UNES 17 AND 18
(Should equal line 13 on page 3) • ^^(p1(p21^
This area may be used to provide the detail requested wherever 'Explain* or 'Specify*










PtB^itilii GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET - Ptease specify the period y
As of December 31, 199 -S' OR June 30, 199
A ASSETS
1. Currant a«sats
a. Cash and equivalents
b. Investments
c. Taxes receivable (See worksheet, page IV
d. Tax liens receivable
e. Accounts receivable
•f. Due from other povemments
p. Due from other fund*
h. Other current assets
B. UABILTTIES AND FUND EQUITY
1. Currant liabilitiea
a. Warrants and accounts payable
L TOTAL ASSETS fS/»ou/tf eaual line B3)
b. Compensated absences payable
c. Contracts payable
d. Due to other po
e. Due to school districry
f. Due to other funds
g. Deferred revenue
h. Notes payable - Current












a. Reserve for encumbrances (Please detail on page 12)
b. Reserve for special purposes (Please detail on page 121
c. Unreserved fund balance
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
3. TOTAL UABILTTIES AND FUND EQUTTY








































































This pape may be used to provide the detail reouested wherever 'Explain* or 'Specify* is found. If
additional space is needed, please add extra pages using the following format. Piease show the
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30
^W^,9Km c.^ppp,^ppflppn-*i IMCOPIUIATinia tHir^PWCMFFT
Ttte data reauested below snould be incluaed in pans f-IV. By supplying this information you will
not be asked to complete Census Bureau forms F21 or F22.



















Electric power system ^






Other hospitals - payments to
hospitals operated privately 4415 ^
Money paid diractly to needy
persons not covered by Federal
programs (general relief, home
relief, poor relief, etc.) 4442
Elenric power system
Transit or bus system ^
B. lltfTERGOVERNMEIsrrAL EXPENDtTURES
Report payments made to the State or other local governments on reimbursement or













All other - County 4931 (^






Amount paid to the State
(c)
Highways 4319 ^
All other purposes <y




at the beginning of
this fiscal year
(bl






















pi^.iK^ SUPPLEMEryTTAL INFORMATION WORKSHErT (Continued)
D. SALARIES AND WAGES
Repon here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before
Deductions for social securiiy, fetiremenu etc. Include also salaries and wages paid to
employees of any utility owned and operated by your government, as well as salaries and
wages of city employees charged to construction projects. These amounts may be taken
from the W3 form filed by your povemment tor the year ended December 31.
Total wages paid
/3^ 407
E. CASH AND INVESTMENTS HELD AT END OF RSCAL YEAR
Report separately for each of the three types of funds listed below, the total amount of cash on hand and on
deposit and investments in Federal Government. Federal agency. State and local government, and
non-governmental securities. Report all investments at par value. Include in the sinking fund total any moagages
and notes receivable held as offsets to housing and industrial financing loans. Exclude accounts receivable, value
of real property, and all non-securiry assets. ^
Type of fund
(a)
Amount at end of fiscal year
Omir cents
(b)
Bond funds - Unexpended proceeos from sale of bond issues held
pending disbursement
All other funds except employee retirement funds Lf^3o6U
CENSUS USE ONLY
CERTIFICATION
This is to certify that the information contained in this repon was taken from
official recortls and is complete to the best of our knovyledge and belief.
Sign^fO^res of b majorrpf qf ti.e governing oody
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Three copies of this report are sent to each municipality. Selectmen, treasurer and tax collector are
expened to cooperate in making out this report. When completed, one copy should be returned to
the Departrrsent of Revenue Administration and one copy should be placed in your municipal
records. The third copy is for use in preparing the annual printed report for the voters.
Plaase be sure you have complatsd Part IX, hams A-E.
WHEN TO HLE: (R.S.A 21 -J)
WHERE TO FILE
For citiesAowns reporting on a calendar year basis, this
report must be filed on or before April \.
For citiesAowns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis
(year ending June 30),
this report must be filed on or before
September 1.
Department of Revenue Administration
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MS-60
NOTE: Questions reaarding sTaie serially numpered .iioior vemcle permu numoers snould be direcied to
nitcheU N. Call, Dept. of Safety, Concord, NH 03301. Phone (603) 271- 23U.
TOWN OF EAST KINGSTON, NH
January 1, 1995-March 13, 1995
TOWN CLERK'S ACCOUNT























TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61

































TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61






























































January 1, 1995 - December 31, 1995
East Kingston, NH
Dr. Motor Vehicle Permits Issued
TAX COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNT
Januaiy 1, 1995 - December 31, 1995
East Kingston, NH
DR Levies of.....
95 94 93 Prior
UNCOLLECTED TAXES BEGINNING OF YEAR:
Property Taxes $214,948.22




Land Use Change 1,264.00 1,342.50
Yield Taxes 1,940.55
OVERPAYMENT:
Property Taxes 322.89 183.29
To Adjust Debits 37.53
Interest Collected:
On Delinquent Tax 775.29 9,400.63







January 1, 1995 - December 31, 1995
East Kingston, NH
CR. Levies of.....
95 94 93 Prior
REMITTED TO TREASURER DURING FISCAL YEAR:
Property Taxes $2,007,427.22 $208,881.30





Property Taxes 14,379.56 6,279.95
UNCOLLECTED TAXES END OF YEAR:
Property Taxes 177,718.06
Land Use Change 1,264.00





TAX COLLECTOR'S ACCOUNT TAX














SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31,1 995
Town Offices Land and Buildings (9-6-4) $274,500.00
Town Hall Land and Buildings (9-7-3) 269,800.00
Furniture and Equipment 1,500.00
Fire and Police Land and Buildings (9-7-2) 152,000.00
(Fire Assoc, owns their building & land)
Fire-Trucks and equipment 281 ,005.00
Fire Pavilion (9-8-31) 3,800.00
Police-Fumiture and equipment 25,000.00
Civil Defense - Equipment 20,000.00
Town Library Land and Buildings (9-5-1) 77,100.00
Town Cemeteries Oak Hill (9-8-2) 31,200.00
Union (14-4-3) 40,500.00
Hillside (9-8-21) 53,700.00
Parks and Playgrounds (9-8-13) 39,000.00
Foss Wasson Field - 5.2 acres
Fire Pond
Lands and Buildings acquired by Tax Collector's Deed:
Frascone Land (3-1-6) 1400sf 500.00
Kennard Land (10-5-7) 3.5 ac 24,400.00
(10-5-8) 25,800.00
Levi Bartlett (7-3-64) 1 ac 400.00
Berry Land (11-3-5) 2.6 ac 29,700.00
Janvrin Land (2-7-5) 1 .5 ac 23,800.00
Daniel West Land (3-2-6) 2.8 ac 3,200.00
Ernest West Land (R.O.W. between 12-1-15 and 200.00
12-1-16)
Frank Welch Land (11-2-4) 11.82ac 39,600.00
Cottuli/Dawson Land (10-6-13) 31 ,700.00
Cottuli/Dawson Land (10-6-14) 32,300.00
Cottuli/Dawson Land (11-2-33) 29,700.00
Cottuli/Dawson Land (1 1-2-35) 30,600.00
Cottuli/Dawson Land (11-2-36) 35,300.00
Other Property:
Parsonage Land (9-8-23) 1 1 .345 ac 35,000.00
Land purchased from Christ Church (2-4-4) 100,700.00
9.2 ac
Giles Road Bridge (16-02-12) 72.000.00
Land purchased from B&M RR (2-4-5) 3.5 ac 31,100.00
(2-6-1 3) 1 .3 ac (Boat Launch) 26,600.00
Vacant Back Land (11-2-12) 4.3 ac 26,100.00
45
Land Donated By:
1. KV Partnership (Red Gate Lot #3, 6-1-36) 39,100.00
5.02 ac
2. (Red Gate Lot #18, 7-3-60) 31 .07 ac 1 0,600.00
3. Cortiett Estate (7-3-14) 10 ac 7,100.00
School District:
Cole House (14-4-7) 62,300.00
Andrews Lane (14-4-6) 959,200.00
Contents of School/Insurance (plus riders) 82,000.00
BUILDING INSPECTOR REPORT
January 01, 1995 through December 31, 1995
In the year 1995 there was a total of 98 permits issued in the Town of East Kingston.
Breakdown of penmits is as follows:
House Permits
SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1995 was a year of many changes for the Town of East Kingston. David Conti retired
from the position of Fire Chief. David gave the Town many dedicated years of service
and we are sure he will be missed by all. Thank you, David. James Davis was appointed
the new Fire Chief and Alan Mazur was appointed to be the new Deputy Fire Chief. The
Board feels these two men will dedicate themselves to serve the Town in their firefighting
career. Nancy Marden retired from the position of Administrative Assistant. Nancy
continues to serve the Town on a part-time basis sharing her wealth of knowledge. The
new Administrative Assistant is Sandra (Sam) Johnson. Sam is a highly capable person in
the business world and the Board of Selectmen feel confident she will serve us well.
Joseph Conti retired after many years as Building Inspector and service to the Planning
Board, Board of Adjustment and various other Committees. Glenn Clark has been
appointed to fill the Building Inspector's position and the Board welcomes him aboard.
Amanda Rossi-Lashoones has been appointed as the Emergency Management Director,
replacing Director Melvin A. Keddy, and Austin Carter is the new Deputy Director.
We are happy to inform you that we have put three pieces of property back on the tax
roll. The economy seems to be making a slow, but steady comeback.
Bob Rossi and his crew continues to do a fine job keeping our roads clear during winter
conditions. This summer, the Rossi's paved approximately 1700 feet on the lower end of
South Road and 1500 feet on Andrew's Lane. Hopefully, if it's within the Road Agent's
budget, we will be able to pave other roads that are in need of repair.
There were two gas companies in Town this past year surveying the existing gas line. The
companies intend to lay two new pipe lines along the existing line. Even though these
companies are suppliers, not distributors, the Board has recommended that these
companies contact their distributors and conduct a survey to determine if the people of
East Kingston could be supplied with natural gas. There will be a Public Hearing at a later
date to be announced. We encourage all to attend and ask questions.
The State Highway Department intends to start construction on Monahan's Comer this
spring. This construction will hopefully eliminate the problem of poor visibility when you
are trying to enter Route 107 or Route 108 from South Road.
We would like to remind you that each registered voter residing in East Kingston is a
member of the legislative body. Your attendance and participation at Town Meetings is
























































State of New Hampshire
Insert 1
The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 8:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants ofthe Town ofEast Kingston in the [L.S.] County ofRockingham in said
State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at East Kingston Elementary School Qocated at Andrews
Lane) in said Town, East Kingston, on Tuesday, the Twelth Day of March, next at 8:00 of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
Given under our hands andLseal, this 12th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and ninet^six.
.S)^§L^III"l ""T"
A true cortV ofWarranjt^
Insert 2
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing. (TO BE VOTED
ON BY BALLOT)
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: (TO BE
VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Amend Article lll-A Controlled Growth, D. Procedure for Issuing Building Permits,
a) by changing the building permit year from April 1 through March 31 to the
calendar year (January 1 through December 31) as follows:
a) Calendar year for building permits will be from January 1 through
December 31.
[Note: the April '96-March '97 building pemiit year will be shortened to
April '96 - December '96 in order to begin the new schedule. Because the
'96 year will be nine months, or three quarters, 3/4 of the original April '96
- March '97 permits will be available for the shortened April - December
'96 year]
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance as follows: (TO BE
VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Add more land to the Commercial District on Route 108 North Road, between
Sanbom Road and Union Cemetery by amending Article VII - Commercial District
A. Location as follows:
Commercial or business uses shall be allowed in the following areas:
1) 500 feet on both the west and east sides of Route 108, south of
the centeriine of Route 107, to the south boundaries of lots 9-2-
2 and 9-8-22.
2) Northeriy from the center line of Powwow River Road (Route
107A) and Bumt Swamp Road (107A) to a depth of 1,200 feet and
within 340 feet westeriy of the centeriine of Haverhill Road (Route
108) and within 550 feet easteriy of the centeriine of Haverhill
Road (Route 108).
3) 750 feet either side of North Road (Route 108) from the
centeriine of Sanborn Road to the north boundary of the
Union Cemetery.
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance HOME OCCUPATIONS
(Article X. Page 17) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Amend 10.1 by adding the following:
A Home Occupation is the provision of a service and/or the production or
selling of a product on the premises.
Insert 3
and
Amend 10.3.12 (page 19) by deleting "10.3.11 Plumbers, electricians, remodeling
contractors".
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance HOME OCCUPATIONS
(Article X. Page 17) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Amend 10.2.1 through 10.2.9 by adding a new 10.3 and 10.4 as follows:
10.3.1 (formerly 10.2.1) Home occupation must be located within a dwelling unit,
or in a building or other structure accessory to a dwelling unit.
10.3.2 (fomrieriy 10.2.2) Exterior of the building must not create or display any
evidence of home occupation, except a permitted sign. Variation from the
residential character is prohibited.
10.3.3 (fonmeriy 10.2.5) Not more than one commercial vehicle may be kept
ovemight at the premises unless shielded from sight by garage, fencing, etc.
(Proposed new text is in bold)
10.3.4 (fomneriy 10.2.6) Adequate off-street parking must be provided and used.
All day care operations must provide adequate tumaround, drop-off, and pick-up
areas in order to prevent cars and children from waiting in the street right-of-way
and to prevent cars from backing up into the public right-of-way.
10.3.5 (fomneriy 10.2.7) Home occupation must be conducted by the resident of
the premises.
10.3.6 (formeriy 10.2.8) The home occupation must not offend by emitting
smoke, dust, odor, noise, gas, fumes, lights, or refuse matter.
10.3.7 (formeriy 10.2.9) Home occupation must not create hazardous traffic
conditions.
10.4 Additional Standards
Home occupations must meet the following criteria unless the property is
located on a State Road (NH Routes 107, 107A, 108); or the property is
greater than eight (8) acres; or there are no dwellings within 300 feet of
the building in which the home occupation is located:
10.4.1 (formeriy 10.2.3) Home occupation use of the dwelling must not utilize
more than 25% of the gross floor area (including basement and accessory
structures) of the dwelling.
10.4.2 (formeriy 10.2.4 Not more than 2 non residents (of the premises) may be
employed at the premises.) For the purposes of this section, the Planning
Board shall determine whether Sales or other personnel, who conduct the
majority of their business away from the property, shall be included in the
count of those employed at the premises.
Insert 4
In no case shall there be more than four non-residents (of the premises)
employed; and in no case shall the home occupation use of the dwelling
utilize more than 50% of the gross floor area (including basement and
assessory structures). (Proposed new text is in bold)
Renumber subsequent sections.
6. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance HOME OCCUPATIONS
(Article X. Paoe 17) to read as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Amend 10.3 The following uses shall be permitted; use must be secondary to the
residential use of the dwelling unit.
7. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance HOME OCCUPATIONS
(Article X. Page 17) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Amend 10.4 An annual pemnit to operate each home occupation must be
obtained from the Board of Selectmen during the second quarter of the calendar
year beginning in 1989 (permit cost: $25.00). (Amended 3/91) Agricultural/Farm
home occupations and Family Day Care operations (up to six pre-schoolers plus
up to three school-age children (10.3.5)) shall be exempt from these penmitting
procedures. (Amended 3/90).
8. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance HOME OCCUPATIONS
(Article X.Page 17) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Add: 10.9 Application shall be made to the Selectmen's office, with fees paid
in accordance with the Town of East Kingston Subdivision Regulations. Abutters
will be notified and the applicant will be scheduled for a public hearing with the
Planning Board. After the public hearing, the Planning Board will make a
recommendation to the Selectmen as to whether the Home Occupation Permit
should be granted. The application will then be forwarded to the Selectmen who
will issue their final decision.
Renumber subsequent sections.
9. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance HOME OCCUPATIONS
(Article X. Page 17) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Delete: 10.3.8 Display and sale of natural products, the major portion of which is
raised/grown in Town.
10. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance LOT AREA AND YARD
REQUIREMENTS (Article VI. Page 9) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY
BALLOT)
Insert 5
Add: Article VI, B.: A lot of record in any zoning district in existence before




Both lots must conform to the density,- soil type, setbacks, and
other appropriate subdivision and zoning regulations, except with
regard to frontage for the second lot.
2. The existing lot of record shall be five acres or more in size and
have a contiguous frontage of at least two hundred forty feet
(240").
3. Only one backlot shall be penmitted per lot of record.
4. A backlot shall have a minimum frontage of 40 feet (40") and the
remaining lot or any future lots shall have the minimum frontage
required for the zoning district.
5. The backlot must have square footage 50% greater than that
normally required for conventional lots by current zoning
regulations. The backlot must meet the requirements of Article
VIII.D.1.
6. The width of the backlot shall not be less than forty feet (40")
within two hundred feet of the front lot line.
11. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance LOT AREA AND
YARD REQUIREMENTS (Article VI.E. Page 9 as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON
BY BALLOT)
Delete: Article VI.E
(These driveway requirements have been placed in the subdivision regulations)
12. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning Ordinance EXCAVATION
(Article IV.B. Page 6) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY BALLOT)
Amend Article IV.B Ail excavation operations shall be carried out in accordance
with RSA 155-E. The regulator is the Planning Board and the permit fee is
$50.00.
Insert 6
13. Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 12 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Town of East Kingston Zoning TWO-FAMILY
DWELLINGS (Article VI.G. Page 10) as follows: (TO BE VOTED ON BY
BALLOT)
{This article deletes the requirement for a special exception)
Amend Article VI.G Two family dwellings shall be permitted subject to the
following:
1. There shall be no more than one residential building per lot;
2. There shall be no more than two dwelling units per lot;
3. 300 feet of frontage;
4. Minimum lot size of three acres;
5. Septic system meets minimum standards of the NH Water Supply
and Pollution Control Commission for six bedrooms.
6. Each dwelling or apartment shall have at least 800 feet of floor
area;
7. All other provisions of this ordinance are satisfied. (1 986)
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 653,707.00
less estimated revenues to defray Town charges for the ensuing year.
(MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) The Selectmen recommend approval of this
article. (3-0 Board vote).
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the board of selectmen to accept gifts of
personal property which may be offered to the town for any public purpose,
pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must hold a public hearing before
accepting such gift, and the acceptance shall not bind the town to raise,
appropriate, or expend any public funds for the operation, maintenance, repair, or
replacement of any such personal property. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept on
behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for any
public purpose, as pemiitted by RSA 31:19. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of eight thousand
dollars ($8,000), said sum to be used for year three of five years of the
lease/purchase of fourteen (14) self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA's). At
the end of the fifth year, the SCBA's will remain the property of the Town.
(MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
The Selectmen recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $ 6500 to be added to the
Police Department Automobile Capital Reserve Fund . (MAJORITY VOTE
REQUIRED) The Selectmen recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board
vote).
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $ 4000 to be added to the
Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund . (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
The Selectmen recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
Insert 7
20. To see if the Town will vote to increase the Board of Library Trustees from three
(3) memt)ers to five (5) members beginning with 1997 Town Election. Trustees
shall serve staggered three year terms. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
21. On petition of Martha Carter and 28 registered voters of the Town of East
Kingston, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 to
Area Homemaker Home Health Aide Service. Inc. (MAJORITY VOTE
REQUIRED) The Selectmen recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board
vote).
22. On petition of Glenn Banr and 22 registered voters of the Town of East Kingston,
to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 750 to Richie
McFarland Children's Center. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) The Selectmen
recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1458 to support
the Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc. a private non-profit,
anti-poverty agency. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) The Selectmen
recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 2273.70 to
support the Rockingham Visiting Nurse Association to provide continued health
care services to the residents of the Town. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) The
Selectmen recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 500 to Seacoast
Mental Health Center. Inc . (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) The Selectmen
recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 740 to Seacoast
Hospice . (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED) The Selectmen recommend
approval of this article. (3-0 Board vote).
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 2100 to
Seacoast Big Brother/Big Sister of New Hampshire . (MAJORITY VOTE
REQUIRED) The Selectmen recommend approval of this article. (3-0 Board
vote).
28. On petition of Craig N. Trottier and 29 others to see if the Town will vote to
establish the East Kingston Rescue as a separate department within the East
Kingston emergency response system; to separate its annual budget, personnel,
vehicle, and all related equipment and supplies from the control and direction of
the East Kingston Fire Department. (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
Insert 8
29. To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
(MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED)
Given under our hands and seal, this 14th day of February, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and ninety-s±x.
A tra^ copy of WfHTam ^Attest:








STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
61 So. Spring St., RO. Box 1122
Concord, NH 03302-1122
(603) 271-3397
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF East Kingston N.H.




m/IPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended or not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. When completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on file
with the town clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.
Date February 20. ¥996
/ -















ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER REPORT
December 31 , 1995
Dog Complaints
Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the
Board of Selectmen
Town of East Kingston
East Kingston, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general-purpose financial statements of the Town of East Kingston
as of and for the year ended December 31, 1995. These general-purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
general-purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general-
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general-purpose financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accountmg principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general-purpose financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles. As is the case with most municipal entities in the State of New Hampshire, the Town of
East Kingston has not maintained historical cost records of its fixed assets. The amount that should
be recorded in the general fixed assets account group is not known.
The general-purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the East Kingston Public
Library which should be included in order to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
Due to circumstances beyond the client's control, the East Kingston Public Library records were not
provided to the auditors for the audit.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omissions described in the
preceding paragraphs, the general-purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of East Kingston, as of December 31, 1995, and
the results of its operations and the cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Tovm of East Kingston
Independent Auditor's Report on Financial Presentation
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general-purpose financial statements
taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund financial statements listed in the table of
contents are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general-
purpose financial statements of the Town of East Kingston. Such information has been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general-purpose financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general-purpose financial
statements taken as a whole.
January 17, 1996
A complete audit report is on file at the Town Offices.
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES REPORT - 1995
GALE/HILLSIDE, OAK HILUOLD AND UNION
Financial Report
Balance: January 1, 1995
Receipts:
Burial Fees (13)
Perpetual Care (Sale of Lots)
Bank Interest
Markers sold
Flat marker installation charges
Foundation charges
Flag pole donations;
Andolina Family (payment 1 of 2)
Lewandowski Family
Total Receipts
Opening Balance plus Receipts
Payments:
Trustees of the Trust Funds
Stephen Foy Monuments
Farley & Cross (Flag Poles)
Mortenson-DuFresne and R. Castonguay
Total Payments



















CEMETERY TRUSTEES REPORT - 1995
GALeHILLSIDE, OAK HILUOLD AND UNION
You may remember from last year's report that the Trustees planned to erect flag poles at
the three cemeteries and were asking for memorial donations to offset the cost. Through
the kindness of the Lewandowski and Andolina families, two 25 ft. fiberglass poles were
placed; one in the Hillside (Haverhill Road) Cemetery and the other in the Union (South
Road) Cemetery. Although the poles were costly ($1000 each), they are durable and
beautiful. During the year, flags were flown as often as possible in both cemeteries, but
now with the addition of a light at Hillside, a flag is displayed at all times. We believe that
townspeople will enjoy their presence for many years to come.
Once again, the school children participated in a Memorial Day ceremony at the Union
Cemetery. During the exercise, the young citizens proudly placed flags at veterans
graves and sang songs. This year we expect to expand the ceremony by raising the flag
and then lowering it to half staff. All are invited to appreciate and we encourage your
attendance in 1996.
During the year, your Trustees continued wori< on the Hillside Cemetery Plot Plan, yet
much woric remains. The progress to date has been very helpful in locating lots and
gravesites. During 1996 we will try in earnest to complete the task.
During 1995 two headstones at Oak Hill Cemetery (old cemetery on Main Street) were
broken by a falling tree limb. The force and weight of the limb was more than enough to
also bring down a large block of granite which was part of a stone curbing. Fortunately,
the headstones were repaired successfully, and the curbing was set back into its place. At
the Hillside Cemetery, one headstone had fallen from the effects of time, but without
sustaining any damage. It was reset and reseated.
The Trustees have started selling grave lots in the Union Cemetery on the southeriy strip
previously donated by Chariie Monahan. Beginning in 1996, the existing stone wall facing
South Road will be extended to include the 50 ft. strip. Other wori^ would including the
opening of an access road on the Monahan property to allow entry to the new grave lots.
The Trustees have discussed the project with Chariie who has given his consent.
Finally, we take this occasion to encourage those owning undeeded grave lots to apply for
proper deeds. The Trustees wish to avoid any disputes that may occur as a result of the
sale of undocumented lots. Deeds are issued upon presentation of some proof of
purchase or ownerhsip and payment of the administrative fee of ten dollars. All deeds are
recorded at the Town Cleric's office.
We extend our appreciate to all who have helped us make 1995 a successful year, and we
take this opportunity to announce that persons having business with the Trustees should
call the Town Offices for an appointment. We plan to meet on the third Monday of each
month during 1996.
Respectfully submitted,
Donald C. Andolina, Chairman and Sexton
Eugene V. Madej, Bookkeeper




During 1995, the Rockingham Planning Commission made the following contacts and
provided services to various boards and town officials in East Kingston:
Attended six monthly Master Plan Cmt. and 12 monthly Planning Board meetings.
Spoke to the Office of State Planning regarding the Water Resource Management
Protection Plan which was submitted for consistency review and subsequently lost by
OSP. Hand delivered another set of Water Resource Management Protection Plan
copies.
Master Plan: Prepared a list of questions for Schools section of the Community Profile
chapter; requested information from SAU Office; prepared Schools Chapter with input
from the Master Plan Committee; final copies were attested by Board members and Town
Clerk; began work on the Housing Chapter and submitted draft copies to Committee
members.
Prepared a proposed Plan of Action for the Master Plan and a cover letter for the Master
Plan Committee. Coordinated Plan of Action with Planning Board Chairman, Selectmen
and discussed RPC" role; formatted the Community Services and Facilities Chapter into
separate departmental sections. Updated inventory of Town Land and Natural Resources
Chapters with input from the Conservation Commission. Made corrections to the Natural
Resources Chapter of the Master Plan and provided copies; prepared a TBG Planning
Assistance grant application for work on additional Master Plan chapters.
Organized Planning Board files; had discussion regarding impact fees; compiled and
incorporated subdivision regulation and zoning ordinance amendments which are now on
the RPC computer for future ease of amending and updating; edited the zoning layer on
the CIS and plotted a new map; met with Conservation Commission Chairman to review
OSP's Consistency Review of the 1991 WRMPP; prepared a specific list of ail work
required to comply with OSP's consistency review; researched the status of a previously
approved subdivision application for the Planning Board Chairman; called NHDES to
inquire about the status of an auto repair shop as a hazardous waste generator;
researched the State license status of a daycare operation in Town and spoke with
officials regarding same several times; NH Bureau of Emergency Communications
contacted about obtaining their updated street maps on ARCInfo.
Regional Planning Activities & Services: Provided National Flood Ins. Program
assistance (9 communities); review for compliance so that flood insurance could be
purchased; completed comprehensive region-wide inventory of parcels of land protected
from development through ownership, conservation easement, or other methods and
provided this infonmation to Society for the Protection of NH Forests; maintained a
Developments of Regional Impact Cmt. per RSA 36:54-58; organized 2nd year of
matching local planning grant program for non-coastal communities using a portion of
Targeted Block Grant funds received from OSP, for planning and mapping projects;
served on Steering Cmt. for the Non-point Pollution Control Project (Exeter/Squamscott
River Watershed); continued development of in-house GIS; produced calendar timing
events associated with proposed zoning ordinance and building code amendments;
maintained and updated library of model ordinances, subdivision and site plan review
regulation and other local land use regulations and general reference library for planning;
prepared new model subdivision regulations, site plan review regulations, first of its kind
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local biosolids ordinance to control the application of sewage and septage; and attended
hearings in support of legislative initiatives.
Educational Programs: Assisted in organization/hosting/sponsorship of 20th Annual Fall
Municipal Law Lecture Series; 11th annual Natural Resources Lecture Series; 7th Annual
Planning Board Training Series; 11th Annual Legislators Forum; prepared newsletter
"Rockingham Planning News" ; supplied one copy of the 1995 New Hampshire Planning
and Land Use Regulation book and organized cooperative purchase at 75% savings;
supplied one copy of GIS Guidebook for New Hampshire Municipalities : special regional
meetings/ woricshops; helped fund and worited with NH OSP and other agencies to
develop training videos for planning boards and began development of a third video on
Zoning Boards of Adjustment; distributed "Regional Facts" (publication of demographic
infomnation) and maintained role as State Census Data Center Affiliate.
Transportation Planning: Efforts to increase public awareness about transportation
planning activities and issues; wori<ed with NHDOT, consultants, other regional planning
agencies in design of the contract and data collection phase of the Statewide Model and
Corridor Transit Plan; woriced cooperatively with NHDOT through development and public
meetings on transportation resulting in Draft Transportation Improvement Program and to
use in preparation of the next 10 year Transpiration Improvement Program; completed
updates to Seacoast & S/P/W MPO Long-Range Transpiration Plans; prepared and
distributed report The Land Use-Transportation Connection: provided ongoing technical
assistance to PATAC; assisted with planning and organizational aspects of COAST,
including the 1995 Complementary Paratransit Plan to remain in compliance with ADA
and impact of a potential fare increase and policy preparation to evaluate requests for
Route diversion or adjustment; assist Federal, State and local coordination of highway
improvement planning and public transit planning; provide traffic count data to
public/private sector uses; assisted communities with various CMAQ projects; worthed with
NHDOT, other MPO's, state and federal agencies for development of SIP Revision for Air
Quality.
Economic Development: Provided assistance to REDC; participated in meeting
sponsored by OSP regarding creation of revolving economic development loan funds by
regional non-profits economic development agencies; maintain status as State Data
Center Affiliate (Census and demographic data repository).
Solid Waste Management: Provided administrative, organizational and planning
assistance to Southeast Reg. Solid Waste District (149-M); participated in Granite State
Residuals Task Force and developed Model Biosolids Ordinance.
Prepared by Rockingham Planning Commission Staff
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence K. Smith, RPC Commissioner.
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EAST KINGSTON - CONSERVATION FUND
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1995
BALANCE: January 01 , 1 995 $429.23
RECEIPTS:





Printing of Forest Management Plan 1 19.30
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: 1 1 9.30
BALANCE: December 31. 1995 377.20
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence K. Smith, Chairman
EAST KINGSTON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1995 ANNUAL REPORT
DREDGE AND FILL APPLICATIONS: This year the Commission processed a total of six
dredge and fill applications for work in wetlands. One was for a timber harvest operation,
three for pond maintenance, one for pond construction, and one for a culvert installation in
a driveway. We also provided input to the NH Wetlands Board on several proposed
changes to the Administrative Rules regarding operations in wetlands.
TOWN LANDS: The Forest Management Plan for Town-owned lands was completed and
published in August. This plan will serve as the guide for future management activities on
the three parcels of land that are part of the American Tree Farm System; and will be
incorporated as part of the Town's Master Plan, along with the previously completed
Wildlife Habitat Inventory.
MASTER PLAN UPDATE: The Natural Resources chapter of the Town's Master Plan
was updated to include the information contained in the two reports mentioned above.
The Master Plan will also contain the new USGS Aquifer Maps, and an updated floodplain
map that includes the lands adjacent to Powwow Pond.
CONSERVATION CAMP: Once again, we did not have a candidate to send to the
Conservation Camp sponsored by the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire
Forests. Any student in Grades 9-12 is eligible to attend this one week camp session,
normally held the last week in June, and we will be seeking someone to attend in 1996.
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WETLANDS EVALUATION: The Commission began work on a project to evaluate the
major wetland areas of the Town. This evaluation will determine the functions and relative
values of each of these areas, based on a total of fourteen separate factors or attributes to
be considered for each one, such as wildlife habitat, recreation potential, educational
potential, floodwater storage, etc. This evaluation is being done using guidelines
developed by the Natural Resource Conservation Service (formerly Soil Conservation
Service) and the NH Audubon Society.
STATE CHAMPION SUGAR MAPLE: A sad note to report this year is that during the
wind storms of November, 1995, we lost part of the large sugar maple that stands just off
Forest Drive on Town-owned land. The remaining portion of the tree is still quite large, but
probably no longer qualifies as State Champion.
OTHER ACTIVITIES:
• Participated in a study conducted by the Coastal Program of the NH Office of State
Planning related to non-point sources of pollution in the Exeter and Squamscott River
Watersheds. This initial study indicated a potential "hot-spot" in the Great Brook
drainage and follow-up investigation is being conducted by the NH Department of
Environmental Services. Non-point sources of pollution are those generally
associated with runoff from agricultural operations, storm-water runoff from roads and
parking lots, and other diffuse sources, as opposed to a specific source such as a
sewer outfall pipe.
• Reviewed proposed building permits on Rowell Road, and provided input to the
Planning Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment relative to wetlands on those lots.
• Provided input to the Kingston Planning Board relative to a proposed springwater
development on lands adjacent to the East Kingston boundary; there is concem with
the potential impact on aquifers in the Northwest portion of Town.
• Provided testimony to a Study Committee of the NH Legislature dealing with the
operations of the NH Wetlands Bureau staff and Wetlands Board. There are
numerous concerns state-wide with the entire operation.
• Presented informational displays at Town Meeting and Old Home Day.
• Attended meetings/seminars/field trips sponsored by the NH Association of
Conservation Commissions, Rockingham Planning Commission, Rockingham County
Conservation District, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Farm Service
Agency, UNH Cooperative Extension, and the NH Office of Emergency Management.
The Commission's library of material related to the management of natural resources is
constantly growing, and all citizens are welcome to consult us at any time with questions
related to resource activities. If we don't have the answer, we can get it.
Respectfully submitted,
Lawrence K. Smith, Chairman
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LIBRARY TRUSTEE 1995 REPORT
The East Kingston Library has entered its second century of serving the citizens of East
Kingston and a much needed face lift is in progress. Last year's fresh paint has now been
complimented by a new carpet and soon a computer work and storage area will be added
for maximum staff efficiency and safety. But. the cosmetic improvements to the library
should not mask the fact that the building is in need of continuous maintenance. A new
fumace should be installed and the electrical service needs to t>e upgraded.
The children's' story hours and the summer reading program were very successful and the
Library received a small grant from the New Hampshire State Library which enabled us to
have a special presentation by a professional storyteller.
Our Library and librarian continue to be a support to the Adult Literacy Project and provide
a link to our Elementary School's Reading Program.
The Library's needs for storing and accessing information is rapidly outgrowing our present
computer systems capabilities. The Trustees are investigating the options for bringing our
technological base into the 1990's.
The Trustees want to thank our Library Staff - Judy Haskell and Tracy Waldron for another
year of outstanding work, guidance and enthusiasm. They are truly dedicated to creating
an inviting and accessible facility for our townspeople.
We would like to thank the Friends of the Library for their continued support of the Library
and its programs. The Library benefits greatly from their donations as well as from the
generous donations of individuals.
The "Library Family" has lost a great asset with the recent resignation of Trustee Virginia
Corton. Virginia has brought a wealth of experience, insight and a quick sense of humor
to our meetings. Her dedication and hard work are applauded and her presence will be
missed.
As this report goes to print, the Trustees, in conjunction with the Board of Selectmen, are
seeking a replacement for Virginia's unexpired term which will end in 1997.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol Davis & Conrad Moses, Trustees
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EAST KINGSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
1995 TRUSTEE'S FINANCIAL REPORT
RECEIPTS ON HAND: January 1,1995 $ 7660.07
Received from Town/Gifts
Fines Zt Xero; 104. 67
Interest earned an deposits 30.75




Maoazines/Subscr ipti Dns 230.42





TOTAL EXPENDITURES: * 1982.81
Checking Account Balance: 3/13/1995 * 715.66
First Savings
Savings Account Balance: 3/13/1995 $5,097.02
First Savings
TOTAL BALANCE ON HAND: $5,812.68
Linda Andrzejewski, Treasurer
East Kingston Public Library
f












Other (videos, cassette/books, audio cassettes) 154
Total Circulation: 5920
BOOKS ADDED TO COLLECTION
Bought with Town funds 263
Donations 318
Total books added 581
Discards 405
Total books in the library 8919
New Library Cards issued in 1995: 62
1995 was an exceptionally productive and rewarding year for the Library: during the winter
and early spring, the Library continued in its mission to meet the informational and
recreational reading needs of East Kingston by conducting a town-wide survey; the
completed surveys allowed the librarians and trustees to assess the services we currently
provide, determine where improvements are needed, and set realistic goals for future
growth. Special thanks go to Nancy Marden and Sam Johnson, who coordinated the
mailing, and to all who completed them. While the children of East Kingston "Saddled Up
a Good Book" in the statewide summer reading program (and read over 400 books!), we
expanded the program to include weekly prize drawings for adults who checked books out
for their own summer reading. Our Library applied for and received a grant from the NH
State Library for storytelller Claudia Altemus to come and entertain us during our 'Reading
Roundup', which was a real treat. Old Home Day in September provided us with an ideal
time and space for a successful book sale, thanks to the generous donations of time and
muscle by Kathy Bari^er, Don Claris, Sarah Lazor. Paula Rolfs, and the Friends of the
Library. This fall, I visited the 4th, 5th, and 6th grades at the Elementary School to
familiarize students with our reference resources, which include Interiibrary Loan (our
borrowing rate is up 8% over 1994), "Article Express" via the NH State Library, Prodigy,
and "Homewori^ Helper" , which allows the Library to download online information from a
variety of publications and print it. Pajama Storytime on Wednesday evenings continued
into the chill of an eariy winter and will remain a staple of 1996. And in the midst of our
usual December activities, we boxed books, took down shelves, and moved them all into a
storage trailer so that new carpeting could be installed. ..it look sensational, and concluded
our year in a most satisfactory way!
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When counting our blessings, we number the Friends of the Library among them for their
innovative fundraising activities, siciiled decorating of the Library, and generous support
for children's programs; the local businesses who graciously provide incentives for our
summer reading programs; Volunteers Kathy Barker, Kourtney Bartlett, Leigh Ann
Bertram, Rosemary Blood-Benjamin, Gail Donald, Hugh and Elsie Haskell, Paula Rolfs
and Nat Rowell, and Juniors Volunteers Megan Aronson, Kristin Coorssen, Renee
Glatfelter. and Kate Simmons who gave of their time, energy and expertise; the invaluable
assistance of Tracy Waldron; the numerous hours spent by the Trustees for Library
projects and improvements; and the wonderful people of East Kingston who donated many
books, magazines, materials and subscriptions to the Library over the course of the year.
You make all our seasons bright!




EAST KINGSTON HISTORICAL COMMITTEE
The Historical Committee held their first meeting in May of 1973, since then much has
been accomplished by accumulating all types of historical documents and artifacts.
Mrs. Harold Helme retired from the Committee after serving since 1973; many thanks to
Edie for all her support especially during "Old Home Days".
Mr. Joe O'Sullivan, a new resident of East Kingston, has joined our Committee and brings
with him many creative ideas from the worid of computers to help organize much of our
accumulated historical material.
One of our most valuable assets is Mr. John Bakie, of Bakie Fann in Kingston, who
attends our meetings with his acute memory of East Kingston's past happenings.
We are in hopes of establishing a regular meeting date each month and welcome anyone
that might be interest in joining us to leave their name and phone number at the East
Kingston Public Library.
Respectfully submitted,
Janet W. Damsell, Chairman
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FRIENDS OF THE EAST KINGSTON LIBRARY
1995
The Friends of the Library had a fun and productive year, raising money to help support
the Town Library. The Friends supplied a bool^ to each of the new babies bom in East
Kingston in 1995.
We had a very well attended and delicious "Herb 'n Soup' luncheon in March. We had
soup donations from Maplevale Turkey Farm and Queen's Bridge Restaurant in
Kensington; the remaining soups were donated by 'Friends'. Mr. Joe Gancarz, owner of
Brentwood Farm Greenhouse gave a very informative tali( on growing and using herbs.
He also donated herb plants to be given away at he end of the program. Alden Menill
Cheesecake Co. Donated a cake. Terry Caswell won the cake in a drawing. Market
Basket donated the breads for the luncheon.
The First Candidate Forum Night was sponsored by the Friends on March 9, 1995. All
candidates running for elected position were invited to address the Town voters.
Refreshments were served by the Friends.
The Friends helped to support the Summer Reading Program with funds to bring a
perfonming artist to the closing of the program.
All 1995 graduating seniors from East Kingston were presented a book from the Friends
by Gail Donald and Sara Lazor at the School Awards Assembly.
The Friends miss their Past President, Pat Connolly, due to a move to Massachusetts.
She was a great leader and we miss her very much.
The Friends helped to sell books at the Old Home Day and Sara Lazor donated the
proceeds from her craft kits to a future Scholarship Program that the Friends would like to
sponsor.
A granite bench was purchased with funds raised by the Friends and placed outside the
Library for everyone to enjoy. The Friends purchased flowers from Churchill's, owned by
East Kingston residents, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Moser; and Shaws Hill Nursery. The flower boxes
did wonderfully this year thanks to Judy Haskell's watering and tender care. The wreaths
were hung for the Holidays and had bright red bows added to them. Thanks to Brenda
Pillsbury of Keepsakes, Etc. for making the bows.
The Friends would like to thank the residents of the Town for their support over the past
year. We are always looking for new people to join this small, but very active and
worthwhile group.
The 1996 Boanj Members are:
Virginia Daly, President 772-9548
Kathleen Baricer, Secretary 642-7032
Sharon Day, Treasurer 642-7956
Respectfully submitted,
Kathleen A. Barker, Secretary
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Board of Adjustment held six (6) sessions this year to address four (4) Appeals from
Administrative Decisions and eight (8) Variances from ttie Zoning Ordinance. These
sessions consisted of eight (8) duly noticed Public Hearings; of which two hearings were a
continuation. Of the eight variances requested, four (4) were denied, and four (4) were
granted. Of the four (4) Appeals from Administrative Decisions, all were denied.
All meetings are scheduled on an "as requested' basis, by submitting an application at the
Town Offices. Minutes of all sessions are maintained at the Town Offices.
Joseph Conti (Former Building Inspector) resigned from the board this year.
Appointments to member status were David C. Boudreau, Jr. (Formeriy altemate)
Norman J. Freeman Sr. (Fonmally altemate); and Edward Cardone (Fomnally altemate).
Mr. Stewart L. Aronson (Former member) was re-appointed as an altemate member.
Respectfully submitted,
John V. Daly, Chairrhan
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Due to the untimely death of Mel Keddy, I have been appointed the Emergency
Management Coordinator. Thanks to the dedication and support of the other members
involved in Emergency Management, my transition went smoothly. Austin Carter has
agreed to be the Assistant Coordinator.
The events of 1995 consisted of one training course for new members and one Saturday
drill coordinated with the State. The year ahead will be very busy with drills and the





In the year 1995, we have seen a reduction in the numt)er of families needing assistance.
This is mainly because many assisted families have moved out of Town. We started the
year with eight families (31 people) needing assistance and ended the year with four
families needing assistance.
The Town would like to thank all the people who have donated food, clothing and toys.
These have been used by the Food Pantry as well as distributed directly to the families
during Thanksgiving and Christmas. The Boy Scouts, David Boudreau and Paul Falman,
Directors; Wingold Grange, Forest Decatur; Holy Angels Church, Mr. & Mrs. Morin; Stock
Club, Gail Donald; and Jim Nupp, Sarah Lazor, Beverly Fillio, Barbara Metcalf and Sharon
Day.
People living in East Kingston and in need of assistance must fill out an application and
meet with the Selectmen. You may contact the Welfare Agent at the Selectmen's Office
from Sam to 2pm, Monday through Friday. Phone: 642-8406.
Respectfully submitted.
Donald H. Clark, Welfare Agent
EAST KINGSTON PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Board found 1995 to be a very interesting year. Six public hearings were held for
applications for Home Occupancy Permits. Three public hearings were held for Lot Line
Adjustments. There were three public hearings for Subdivisions which created six new
lots. The Board held a public hearing for a Site Plan Review for M.S.K. Lumber for two
new buildings. A meeting was held with Ed Smith on fire cisterns.
The Planning Board has been watching Bradbrook's Pinebrook Spring Water Company
located on Route 111 (Exeter Road) in Kingston. This is very close to the town line. The
Board is monitoring the regulatory process as there is concern as to how it will affect wells
in East Kingston.
The Board held two very important public hearings for the adoption of two sections of the
Master Plan update. The two sections were the Community Profile Section and the
School Section.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard A. Smith, Sr. Chairman
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POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
As the town continues to grow, so does the involvement of the police, as shown by our
statistics for the past year. The numbers have risen in most categories, especially patrol
mileage and man hours. Because of these rising numbers, I have implemented a five-
hour aftemoon shift (Monday-Thursday) to allow better patrol coverage throughout the
town.
911 Update
As of July 1995, all of New Hampshire's emergency police, fire, and rescue calls are being
handled by dialing 911. One of many trained operators will answer your call within 10-15
seconds. (While this may seem an excessive amount of time in an emergency, do not be
concerned, as this is a normal switching delay within the 91 1 system). Please explain you
situation to the operator as cleariy as possible so that they may notify the appropriate
emergency agency.
Each 911 call is followed up, so do not hang up if a mistake has been made. Please
stay on the line and explain the error. Othenwise, the police will be automatically


























The snow and ice months of January, Febmary and March were fairly light, which didn't
require much plowing or sanding. However, in November and especially December we
were hit quite hard for winter maintenance.
The remaining town owned portion of Andrew's Lane, being approximately 1400 linear feet
of the existing 2100 linear feet was reconstructed and paved.
An additional 2600 linear feet of South Road was reconstructed and paved, including the
regrading and lowering of the elevation near the intersection of Stagecoach Road to
improve visibility. The stone culvert was also replaced with a steel culvert.
The amount of time and materials spent on patching the road surface has become
noticeably less due to substantial upgrading of road in the past few years.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert L. Rossi, Road Agent
REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fire Department incidents have increased on the average at an annual rate of 5% over the
past 20 years and 1995 was no exception. At 77 fire calls there was a 4% increase over
1994. The single largest growth item was our response to Carbon Monoxide alarms. To
meet this problem, we purchased a Carbon Monoxide Meter and put it to use almost
immediately after it was put into service. Another important item put into service this year
was a Hurst Tool "Jaws of Life". This equipnient has already been used once to perform
an extrication on Haverhill Road.
Seven new members have joined the Fire Department this year and we now have 18
active members. We welcome any and all, who may have an interest in serving the
Town, to join the Fire Department. The Department needs firefighters, driver/operators,
support staff, a secretary and a dispatcher. You will learn new skills, meet new people and
contribute to an invaluable service. I urge all who are interested lo contact me or any
other member of the Department regarding further information.
Our fire budget has again been level funded for 1996. We have made every attempt to
provide maximum services and yet continue to maintain fiscal responsibility.
The East Kingston Fire Department wishes to thank David Conti, who retired this year, for
his 30 years of dedication to the safety of our town. He has provided leadership and great
service to our Department and to our town. He has been a great role model and our
friend. His presence and his contributions will be greatly missed.
Respectfully submitted,
Chief James C. Davis
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EAST KINGSTON FIRE-RESCUE INCIDENT REPORT-1995
Incdt. Date Tvoe Location Incdt. Date Type Location
95001
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division of Forests and Lands
172 Pembroke Road P.O. Box 1856 Concord, New Hampshire 03302-1856
William S. Bartlett, Jr. John E. Sargent 603-271-2214
Commissioiier Director FAX: 603-271-2629
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
In calendar year 1995, our three (3) leading causes of fires were Children, Non-Permit
fires not properly extinguished and Smoking Materials.
Violations of RSA 224:27 II, the fire pennit law and the other burning laws of the State of
New Hampshire, are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2000 and/or a year in
jail. Violators are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Fire Officials, contact
your local Warden or Fire Department to find out if a permit is required. This also helps to
prevent unnecessary response to a controlled bum.
1995 Fire Statistics
Forest Ranger Reported Fires Fires Reported by County
Number of Fires for Cost Share Payment 465
Acres Burned 437
Suppression Cost $147,000 +
Lookout Tower Reported Fires 555
Visitors to Towers 26, 1 65
Number of Fires Local Community 6
Belknap
HEALTH DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1995
In accordance with the State of New Hampshire Department of Health and Human
Services, Division of Public Health Services, the Health Officer of East Kingston
responded to the following calls in 1995:
Investigated failed septic systems 6
Legal action taken for failure to correct failed septic system 1
Inspection for Day Care Licensing and Renewal 3
Coordinated care for Exeter VNA 2
The Health Officer also attended an educational seminar sponsored by the NH Municipal
Association. The focus of the seminar was federal and state enforcement issues for local




The East Kingston Old Home Day Committee would like to again thank everyone who
donated time, money and supplies. It made our Day!
We would like to thank our Coordinators: Amanda Rossi-Lashoones, Food; Gail
Nickerson, Craft Tables; Virginia Daly, Farmers Market and Flea Market; Carol Nupp,
Music; Jim Nupp, Farm Equipment; Janet Damsell, Historical; Joann Brandt, Posters and
4-H; Don Andolina, Cemetery Tour and Rubbings; Ann O'Bara, Games and Master of
Ceremonies; and a special thanks and prayer to Mel Keddy for setting up the D.A.R.E.
Golf Tournament and for Charlie Grant for keeping it going.
We also like to recognize the donors: Bodwells, Inc., Mazur Trucking, Donalds, Damseils,
Fire Association, Shafmaster, Oilman's, CAS Landscaping, Tri-C Manufacturing, Joe's
Depot Diner, Queen's Bridge Farm Restaurant, Monahan's Farm, Old Morse Farm, Hair
Styles, KMF Trucking, R. L. Rossi, Inc., East Kingston Golf Club, North Atlantic Energy
Services, Market Basket, Shaw's, That Look Hair Salon, Diann's Pampered Pooch, First
NH Bank, and George's Lilac Farm Stand.
We had an excellent tumout on a beautiful fall day in September. We hope the
Community enjoyed it and will continue to support Old Home Day. Volunteers are always
needed as well as a new Chairperson. We hope you can help!
Respectfully submitted,
Gail Donald & Ann Marie O'Bara, Co-Chairpersons
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ROCKINGHAM COMMUNITY ACTION
RCA mission is to serve the multitude of needs of Rockingham County's low-income
residents by assisting them in coping with the hardships of poverty, giving them the tools
to lift themselves out of poverty and seeking to eradicate the root causes of poverty. RCA
has been addressing these needs for thirty years.
Greater Raymond Community Action Center is an outreach office of RCA serving East
Kingston and 12 other communities as a central resource for information regarding all
available human services. It also offers intake, clinic and distribution sites in over half of
the 37 county communities for the application and provided of various Community Action
services. Community Action provides a wide range of services the are unduplicated
elsewhere in the county.
ROCKINGHAM VNA & HOSPICE
Rockingham VNA and Hospice saw a total of 25 patients in East Kingston who received
the following services within their homes:
Hrs. Dollar Value
Acute Care Visits: Skilled 199 2388.75
Home Health Aide
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OFFICERS EAST KINGSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL BOARD
Robert Caron 642-5668 Term Expires 1996
Stewart Aronson 642-5624 Term Expires 1997



















ASSISTANT TO THE SUPERINTENDENT




EAST KINGSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT
The Annual Meeting of the East Kingston School District was called to order by Moderator
Robert Donovan at 1 :00p.m. on Saturday, March 11, 1995, at the East Kingston Elementary
School, Andrews Lane.
Voting for the School District OfiScers will take place on Tuesday, March 14, 1995, at
the Elementary School, along with the Town Elections.
Moderator Donovan explained the School District Warrant printed m the Town Report on
page 79 has Articles I and II transposed. The first Article discussed will be Article n in the Town
Report and then Article I will be taken up.
Moderator Donovan received a petition with the required number of signatures requesting
that Articles I through V be voted on by secret ballot. Each Article will be discussed and voted
on separately.
ARTICLE I To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,769,996.00
for the support of the schools, for the payment ofthe salaries for School District oflBcials and
agents, and for the payment ofthe statutory obligations of the District. (The School Board
recommends this appropriation. )(Majority vote required.)
Motion by Richard Poelaert, second by Robert Caron.
Ed Warren asked how much increase over last year is this year's budget? Board Member
Richard Poelaert explained the increase of 8.7% is mainly due to growth in the student
population. The increase would be under 1% if you did not factor in the growth.
Polls opened at 1:25p.m. and closed at 2:15p.m.
Votes cast: 183 Yes: 146 No: 37 Motion passed.
ARTICLE n To see if the East Kingston School District will enter into a collective bargaining
agreement with the East Kingston Teachers' Association (the union representing the teachers in
the East Kingston School District), by approving the cost items in the collective bargaining
agreement reached between the East Kingston School Board and the East Kingston Teachers;
Association, covering the three year period fi"om September 1, 1995 until August 31, 1998
containing, in summary, continuation of existing non-salaried benefits, except for life insurance
benefits, and a salary increase.
Under the agreement, the approximate additional cost of teachers' salaries and benefits for each of
the three years (subject to change resuhing fi-om changes in the number of and in the education







Included in the Collective Bargaining Agreement, as a cost item, is a change in benefit level for
life insurance policies raising the benefit payable fi-om $40,000.00 to $50,000.00
AND fiirther, to raise and appropriate the sum of $16,738.00 for the 1995-96 fiscal year, such
sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those
paid in the prior fiscal year and not included in the proposed 1995-96 budget.
A contingent liability exists for the cost of retirement incentive bonuses with the possible costs in
1995-96 of $2, 800.00; 1996-97 of $3,000.00, and 1997-98 of $3,250.00, not to exceed
$3,200.00 total for the contract period.
(The School Board recommends this appropriation.) (Majority vote required.)
Motion by Robert Caron, second by Stewart Aronson.
There was no discussion on this Article.
Carol Davis asked if there was any way to forego voting by ballot on some ofthe Articles and
vote by ballot on the others ? Moderator Donovan explained the only way it could be changed
would be if everyone who signed the petition agreed to withdraw it.
Polls opened at 2:30p.m. and closed at 3:00p.m.
Votes cast: 184 Yes: 118 No: 66 Motion passed.
ARTICLE En To see if the East Kingston School District will establish and implement a
kindergarten program and to raise and appropriate the sum of $55,000.00 for this purpose. (The
School Board recommends this appropriation.) (Majority vote required.)
Motion by Stewart Aronson, second by Robert Caron.
Jim Davis asked how the Board voted on this recommendation? It was unanimous. The vote
was taken before the NESDEC report came out.
Janet Reagan questioned the impact on the tax rate? The Board explained that $77,000.00 is
$1.00 per thousand on the tax rate. This would be about $0.78 per thousand.
The School Board had promised to look into having kindergarten. The committee appointed
at last year's meeting had done their study and presented their proposal to the School Board. The
Art and Music room would be used to house the kindergarten. Art and Music classes would be
moved to the stage. There is a problem with overcrowding. Even though there is no pre-school
planned for next year, there will be a second first grade. The per pupil cost for kindergarten
would be about $2,000.00.
Motion by William DiProfio to table the Article, second by Dave Andrzejewski.
Discussion on whether or not to table was permitted by the moderator. John Daly felt the
District shoiild vote on it today. The Committee was owed the courtesy of a decision one way or
the other.
Motion by Dave Andrzejewski to move the question, seconded by Bill DiProfio. Voted Yes.
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Vote on the motion to table. Motion failed.
Discussion on the main motion continued. The benefits of public versus private kindergarten,
special education needs and grade retention were discussed. LuAnn Castonguay stated we should
not be voting on if kindergarten is good or not; but whether or not we can afiFord it.
Diane Duclos motioned to move the question, seconded by Kevin Foy. Voted yes.
Polls opened at 3;55p.m., closed at 4:35p.m.
Votes cast: 194 Yes: 56 No: 138 Motion Failed.
ARTICLE rv To see if the East Kingston School District will vote to provide transportation for
children attending the kindergarten program and to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,016.00
for this purpose. (The School Board does not recommend this appropriation.) (Majority vote
required.)
Motion by Stewart Aronson to pass over this Article, second by Robert Caron. Voted yes.
ARTICLE V To see if the East Kingston School District will vote to contract for the
architectural design, engineering and development of plans for and approximately ten thousand
square foot addition to the East Kingston Elementary School on Andrews Lane and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $36,400,00 for this purpose. (The School Board recommends this
appropriation.) (Majority vote required.)
Motion by Richard Poelaert, second by Robert Caron.
Motion by Michael Jacques to lower the amount to $20,000.00, second by Vytautas
Kasinskas.
Richard Poelaert explained the project would go out to bid. This amount is a worst case
scenario. According to the NESDEC study, the school is projected to grow by 87% in the next
ten years. The school will need additional classroom space. In order to know the cost of an
addition, we must have the plans to go by.
Michael Jacques suggested getting a hold of one of the colleges to design the plans.
Linda Andrzejewski asked why we didn't go with Design-Build? The Board explained the sub-
contractors could not be held to specifics.
Karen Conti motioned to move the question, second by Howard George. Voted yes.
Motion to lower amount to $20,000.00 voted no.
Discussion on main motion continued. Suggestions included merging with another town or
portable classrooms.
David Andrzejewski made a motion to move the question, seconded by Nancy Reiss. Voted
yes.
Polls opened at 5: 15p.m., closed at 5:45p.m.
Votes cast: 148 Yes: 63 No: 85 Motion fails.
ARTICLE VI Shall the School District accept the provisions ofRSA 198:20-b providing that any
School District at an aimual meeting may adopt an article authorizing the school board to apply
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for, accept and expend, without further action by the School District, money from a state, federal,
or other source which becomes available during the fiscal year?
Motion by Stewart Aronson, second by Robert Caron. Voted yes.
ARTICLE VU To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees or ofiScers heretofore chosen
and to pass any vote relating thereto.
Passed over.
ARTICLE Vni To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
Motion by Karen Conti to Estabhsh a committee caUed the East Kingston School Growth
Committee to consist of 12 East Kingston residents (6 ofwhom have children in school, 6 who do
not) to assess the growth for the next ten years and submit 3 solid proposals next year on how to
deal with the growth of the school. Committee to be appointed by the moderator.
Seconded by Joe Cacciatore. Voted yes.











Assistant to the Superintendent
Human Resources Manager
In 1995-96, SAU 16 welcomed our new Assistant Superintendent,
Barbara Lobdell, the former Principal of the East Kingston Elementary
School. Also welcomed were two new principals, Sheril Polisner at
Newfields Elementary School and Anne Goodman at East Kingston
Elementary School, a new Assistant Principal at Lincoln and Main Street
Schools, Richard Flagg, a new Assistant to the Principal at EAJHS, John
LeSage, and a new Assistant Principal at Stratham Memorial School, Tom
Fosher.
Kensington voters approved public kindergarten commencing in
September, 1995, and Brentwood voters approved a tuition based
kindergarten program.
In March, 1996 Newfields voters will be asked to reconsider a
building project to serve the growing elementary school population.
The school enrollments in SAU 16 schools continue to increase to an
extent that facility planning is a need in all districts. The situation
which is most acute is at the Exeter AREA Junior High School and soon at
Exeter AREA High School.
There is study and discussion regarding the creation of a cooperative
school district for grades 6-12. There has been a hearing regarding this
matter, and there are articles on the warrants of each of the towns in the
AREA Agreement to vote on the establishment of such a cooperative school
district. The proposed Articles of Agreement are included elsewhere in
this annual report for your study.
During the 1996-97 year there will be significant school board
activity involving the hiring of replacements for the current SAU 16
Superintendent and Exeter AREA High School Principal.
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SCHOOL WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of East Kingston, in the County of Rocl<lngham and said state, qualified to
vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the East Kingston Elementary School in said District on Saturday the ninth
day of MARCH, 1996 at 1:00 PM in the afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Eight Hundred
Sixty Five Thousand Five Hundred and Thirty dollars ($1 ,865,530.00) for the support of the
schools, for the payment of the salaries for School District officials and agents, and for the
payment of the statutory obligations of the District. (The School Board recommends this
article)
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees or officer heretofore chosen and to pass
any vote relating thereto.
3. To see if the East Kingston School District will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000.00) to conduct an architectural and engineering
study and the development of plans for a possible addition to the East Kingston Elementary
School on Andrews Lane. (The School Board recommends this article)
4. Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA 195 (as amended) providing for the
establishment of a Cooperative School Distnct together with the School Districts of
Brentwood, Kensington, Newfields, Stratham and Exeter in accordance with the provisions
of the proposed articles of agreement filed with the School District Clert<? (This article to be
voted upon by ballot, after debate, at the meeting. The School Board votes one in favor of
this article, one opposed, and one abstention that the School District establish the Cooperative
School District as stated in those articles of agreement)
5. Shall the School District accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-8 providing that any School District
at an annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing the School Board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the School District, money from State, Federal or other
governmental or private sources which become available during the fiscal year?
6. To transact any other business that may come before this meeting.
Given under our hands this day of February, 1996
DHARD POELAERT /?
STEWART ARONs"oN
SCHOOL BOARD OF EAST KINGSTON, NH




SCHOOL BOARD OF EAST KINGSTON, NH
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1 certify that on the /^'^^ day of f^^Ji^AMa..'*-'^
^
.
1996, 1 posted a copy of the within warrant, attested by tWe School Board
of said District, at the place of meeting within named, and a like attested
copy at the East Kingston Post Office, being a public place in said
District
School District j^erk "^
East Kingston, NH School Board
Rockingham, s.s.
Personally appeared the said Catherine George and made oath that the above
certificate by her signed is true.
Be f o-re me ,
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SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabicants of the School District of the Town of East
Kingston, County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote
upon District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the East Kingston Elementary
School in said EAST KINGSTON on Tuesday, March 12, 1996, to choose the
following School District Officers, by ballot, the polls to open at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and to close not earlier than seven of the clock
in the evening.
1. To choose a School Board Member for the ensuing three years.
2. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a School District Clerk for the ensuing year.
4. To choose a School District Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose Two Auditors for the ensuing year.
Given under our hands at said East Kingston on this
day of , 1996.
A true—e-opy of Warrant - Attest
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






For the Fiscal year Ended JUNE 30, 19 97
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF EAST KINGSTON N.H.
19
SPACE ABOVE FOR SIGNATURES OF SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS (Please sign in ink)
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE SCHOOL WARRANT
(SEE RSA 197:5-A)
IMPORTANT: Please read RSA 32:5 applicable to all municipalities.
1. Use this form to list the entire budget in the appropriate recommended or not recommended area.
This means the operating budget and all special and individual warrant articles must be posted.
2. Hold at least one public hearing on this budget.
3. V\/hen completed, a copy of the budget must be posted with the warrant. Another copy must be placed on tile
with the district clerk, and a copy sent to the Department of Revenue Administration at the address above.


































DISTRICT COSTS FOR 1996-1997 CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION BUDGET
1994 EQUALIZED VALUATION VALUATION * PUPILS COMBINED I DISTRICT




DISTRICT COSTS FOR 1996-1997 FISCAL SERVICES BUDGET
1994 EQUALIZED VALUATION VALUATION : « PUPILS I PUPIL COMBINED I DISTRICT
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EAST KINGSTON SCHOOLS, GRADES 1 to 6
STATISTICS FOR TEN YEARS ENDING JUNE 1995
STAFF
Principal Mrs. AnneE. Goodman
Grade 1 Mrs. Maureen Brown
Grade 1 Mrs. Liliane Conlan
Grade 2 Mrs. Sarah Oppenheimer
Grade 3 Mrs. Nancy Bums
Grade 4 Mrs. Anne Atkins
Grade 5 Mr. James McMahon/
Mrs. Lynne Walker
Grade 6 Ms. Angela Twiss
Special Education Teacher/Coordinator/Head Teacher Mrs. Evelyn Lord
Music Mrs. Nancy Leavitt
Art Mrs. Barbara Feldman
Physical Education Mr. Christopher Roy
School Nurse Mrs. Paula Murphy
Speech Therapist Mrs. Jane Lomonte
Occupational Therapist Mrs. Sue Kaplan
Physical Therapist Mrs. Sheila Briggs
School Psychologist Mrs. TerriKaman
Administrative Assistant Mrs. Florence Whicher
Custodian Mr. JohnWalor
Special Education/Instructional Aides Gr. 1 Mrs. Janice Huss
Gr. 1 Mrs. Debra Simmons
Gr. 1 Mrs. Gianna Alden
Gr. 2 Mrs. Gail Nickerson
Gr. 3 Mrs. Janice Kuegel
Gr. 4 Mrs. Christine Silverman
Gr. 5 Mrs. Susan Slabon
Library Aide Mrs. Helen Bumham
Resource Secretary Mrs. Kathleen Barker










EXPLANATION OF BUDGET EKES 1996-97
1100110 281.035 TEACHERS" SALARIES
Salaries for seven (7) full time





This rate is based on $55.00 per day.
This rate allows for a total of 10
days per year for full time teachers:
five sick days, three personal days,
and two professional days, two
sick days and one personal or professional
day for two part time teachers; and
three sick days and 1.5 professional cr personal days
for one part time teacher.
100 504 CONTRACTED SERVICES
Contracted services that may be
necessary to meet the
requirements of Section 504








TUITION - JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
41 @ 5,400
TUITION - HIGH SCHOOL
78 @ 6,500
TEACHING SUPPLIES
Teaching supplies include consumable
materials, instructional materials,
and other teaching aids necessary to















Non-consumable books including textbooks








1200113 39,588 SPECIAL ED TEACHER/COORDINATOR
Special Ed. Coordinator's Salary
Pre-school Summer Program salary
1200118 65.936 SPECIAL EDUCATION AIDES
Administrative/Instructional Aide Part Time
1 at 7.92x3.5x180
1 at 7.92x3.5x180
1 at 7.92x6.5x1 80
2 at 8.15x6.5x180
1 at 8.51 x6.5x180
Subtotal - 48,960
aide at 8 hrs/wk $8 x $8 x $40
Summer aide - 500
Summer tutors - 4,400
Jr. High aides - 9200
Summer Jr. High - 500
Senior High tutors - 500
This reflects a 3% increase in the
hourly wage. The students with whom the aides
will be working could not be accommodated
in the regular classroom without this support.





Outside Counseling K-12 6,150
Voc. Assessments 1 ,625
NHESSI 3,520
Also included are costs associated with
special needs students at EAJHS
and EAHS 39,200
Public Law 94-142 mandates that schools provide
a free and appropriate education to all students
ages 3-22 who are determined to be educationally
handicapped by a team of teachers and specialists
at the local school.
1200561 7,500 SPECIAL EDUCATION TUITION - PUBLIC
SCHOOLS IN NH
Summer tutoring for elementary/junior
and senior high students
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1200568










2222610 175 MEDIA SUPPLIES
Library supplies such as book jackets,
tape, software
281 COMPUTER SUPPLIES
Cartridges, diskettes, & ribbons









Networking hardware & software
486/100 Multi-media computers (2)
2310351 21,284 SAU 16 EXPENSE
East Kingston's share of the SAU
budget. This increase is due to
growth in East Kingston, which now
has a larger share of the total SAU
population
2310353 271 SLC EXPENSE
2310372 3,000 LEGAL EXPENSE
For legal services which may be
required by the Board
2310380 3,000 SCHOOL BOARD EXPENSE
Included in this line is 2201 for 1996-97.
Membership in the NH School Boards
Association. Included is money
for advertising to fill personnel
vacancies that may occur, supplies
for the School Board Secretary,
and checks
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2300111 3,875 DISTRICT OFFICERS SALARIES
School Board Chair
School Board Members @ 1 000 each
School District Clerk
School District Moderator
Auditors (2) @ $75 ea
School District Treasurer








2410114 48,380 PRINCIPALyREADING SPECIALISTS SALARY
This line reflects 3% increase and
$1,000 to be awarded as a merit bonus
at discretion of School Board
241 01 1
5
1 6,257 SECRETARIAL SALARY
3% Increase
7 hrs X 1 99 days
2410121
2410440
300 HEAD TEACHER SALARY
2,000 REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
Maintenance contract and repair cost
for office computer, laminating
machine, duplicating machine and
copy machine.
2410531 3,400 TELEPHONE
Phone and modem for on-line calls
2410580 200 TRAVEL
Staff travel to post office, SAU office
and other school business travel
2410610 3,477 SUPPLIES





2410810 600 DUES AND MEMBERSHIPS
Membership in National and State
Association of School Principals






















EAST KINGSTON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
It is with pleasure that I submit my first amiual report to the citizens of East
Kingston for the 1995-1996 school year.
The East Kingston Elementary School sta£fis a dedicated group who works
together to provide a multitude of activities and a sohd curriculum to enhance each
student's potential. Staffmembers spend many hours after school reviewing existing
curriculiuBi, designing new programs, preparing materials and communicating with parents.
The staff strives to provide quaUty education for the students of East Kingston and to
prepare them for the future. The staff and I meet on a regular basis in large groups or
individually to assess and evaluate programs and students' needs.
Several new staff members have been added this year. We welcome Christopher
Roy, our physical education teacher, to the staff Chris came to East Kingston late in the
spring of 1995. Also new on staff is Sue Kaplan, oiu" occupational therapist, and Betsy
Schulthess, our school counselor. Debbie Simmons is working as a classroom aide this
year, and Kathy Barker is our new clerical assistant in the special education/oflBce area.
We are fortunate to have these dedicated people at East Kingston Elementary School.
Students in grades 1, 2 and 3 meet on Wednesday afternoons for enrichment
programs such as: multi-cultural activities, science, critical skills/self esteem, and
children's hterature/books and authors. The multi-age integrated program for grades 4, 5,
and 6 is continuing this year. Students will concentrate on reading historical fiction. This
year science and social studies are being reviewed and revised in conjunction with the
Junior High to provide continuity for the students from aU sending towns.
Our computer education program continues to strengthen the curriculmn through
the many volimteer hours given by David Yotmg to both staff and students. All ofthe
students have access to the computer lab at least once a week. They are learning
keyboarding skills, word processing, spreadsheets, data base, and telecommunications.
Though we are very appreciative of Mr. Young, his time is limited and there is a need for
a technology person to be on staffto help enhance and mtegrate the curriculum
The PTO is an integral part ofthe school community. The hot lunch which is
provided once a month is always a deUght for all of us. This group also provides special
programs, is invaluable for hohday parties, helps m classrooms, and gives freely of their
time when called upon. We are keeping a record of the number ofhours the volunteers
dedicate to the school community in order to participate in the Blue Ribbon Award. This
commimity deserves credit for its dedication to its school.
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Our multi-age classroom has provided an opportunity for those five students to
have a kindergarten experience within the school community. The students are staying at
school for a longer day as the year progresses. They have had the opportunity to be
acclimated to the school environment and will make an easy adjustment to first grade.
Our student population continues to increase each year. The projection is for 200
students by the year 2000. Though this causes an increase on the tax burden, we need to
plan for the fixture. We are developing a five year District Educational Improvement Plan.
We need your support and input to provide an educational plan viable for the town of
East Kingston.
I would like to thank you for yoiu" warm welcome and the opportunity to be a
leader of our most precious commodity, the students. It is a pleasiu^e to work in such a
supportive community where quaHty education is important. East Kingston Elementary






Proposed articles of agreement among Che school districts of
Brentwood, East Kingston, Exeter, Kensington, Newfields and
Stratham for a Grades 6 through 12 Cooperative School District.
ARTICLE 1 : The school districts of Brentwood, East Kingston,
Exeter, Kensington, Newfields, and Stratham shall convert the
Exeter AREA Authorized Regional Enrollment Area to a Cooperative
School District and create a Cooperative School District pursuant
to these articles of agreement. The name of the Cooperative
School District will be determined by the newly elected
Cooperative School Board.
ARTICLE 2 : The Cooperative School District shall be
responsible for Grades 6, 7, 8, 9,. 10, 11, and 12.
ARTICLE
3
: The Cooperative School Board shall consist of
nine (9) members, with each position on the Board having a
residency requirement as set forth below. The initial term of
each Board position shall be as set forth below. After the
initial term, each position shall have a three (3) year term. If
during his or her term a Board member changes his or her place of
residency to a municipality other than that prescribed for his or
her position, the position shall thereupon be considered vacant,
the vacancy to be filled as provided by law for school board
vacancies. All Board members shall be elected by the voters "at
large". All the initial Cooperative School Board members shall
be elected at the Cooperative School District organizational
meeting. After the initial term, voting for Cooperative School
Board members, who shall continue to be elected at large, shall
be by the voters of each town at the elections held for- town
officers. The initial terms of the Board members elected at the
organizational meeting shall be as follows:
BOARD POSITION REQUIRED INITIAL TERM
NUMBER: RESIDENCY: EUELUKLl
1 Brentwood 1998 (2 years)
2 E. Kingston 1999 (3 years)
3 Exeter 1999 (3 years)
4 Exeter 1998 (2 years)
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5 Exeter 1997 1 year)
5 Kensington 19 93 2 years)
7 Newfields 1997 (1 year)
8 Stratham 1999 (3 years)
9 Stratham 1997 (1 year)
The members of the Cooperative School Board shall assume
office at the close of the organizational meeting and thereafter
at the close of the annual meeting.
All members of the Cooperative School Board shall be elected
by the use of the non-partisan ballot system under RSA 671.
ARTICLE -4 : The Exeter School District shall sell and the
Cooperative School District shall purchase the current Exeter
AREA High School and the Exeter AREA Jujiior High School including
67.2 acres, the buildings thereon, and all furnishings and
equipment, as provided under the provisions of RSA 195:9, for a
price of TWELVE MILLION EIGHT HUNDRED SIXTY THOUSAND
($12,860,000.00) DOLLARS, to be paid as follows: assumption of
the debt owed to State Street Bank &. Trust Company, as Trustee,
as of the date of operating responsibility; and the balance in
ten (10) equal annual installments beginning on September 1,
1997.
ARTICLE 5 : These articles and the continued existence of
the Cooperative School District are dependent upon the
Cooperative School District, at a meeting to be held on or before
March 31, 1997, voting: to renovate and construct an addition or
additions to the existing Exeter AREA High School and/or Exeter
AREA Junior High School or construct new school buildings so that
the gross floor area of the Cooperative School District buildings
is not less than 400,000 square feet; and to issue bonds
necessary to finance that construction. If those votes are not
passed by the Cooperative School District on or before March 31,
1997, this plan to convert to and create a Cooperative School
District shall terminate and the Cooperative School District
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shall dissolve and che member districts shall revert t2 the
Exeter AREA Authorized Regional Enrollment Area.
ARTICLE 6 : Each district's percentage of the capital and
operating expenses of the Cooperative School District, payable in
each fiscal year, shall be the average of: (x) the district's
percentage of the average daily membership during the second
preceding year; and (y) the district's percentage of total
enrollment as of October 1 of the preceding year, both of which
as determined by the State Department of Education. For example,
an individual district's percentage for the 1999-2000 fiscal year
shall be computed as follows:
The district's percentage The district's percentage
of average daily membership + of total enrollment as of
during the 1997-1998 school year October 1, 1998
ARTICLE 7 : A schedule of monthly payments based on the
method of apportionment of operating and capital expenses shall
be established and revised as necessary by the Cooperative School
Board of the Cooperative School District.
ARTICLE 8 : After the date of operating responsibility, the
state aid to which each district would be entitled for Grades 6
through 12 if it were not part of the Cooperative School District
shall be paid to the Cooperative^ School District and credited to
such district's share of the total operating budget.
The state building aid which may be available to the
Cooperative School District shall be applied to reduce the
capital expenditure prior to the apportionment of costs under the
provisions of Article 6. In addition, the Exeter School District
shall pay to the Cooperative School District the "remaining state
building aid payment (s) relating to the Exeter AREA High School
science lab project.
ARTICLE 9 ; The Cooperative School District shall provide
pupil transportation for all students of the Cooperative School
District as required by law (RSA 189:6-9-a), and otherwise as
determined by the Cooperative School District Board.
-3-
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ARTICLE IS: These ar-icies of agreement may be amended by
rhe Cooperative School District, consistent with the provisions
of RSA 195:13 III(I), except that no amendment shall be
-ffactive, unless the question of adopting such amendment is
submitted at a Cooperative School District meeting to the voters
of the Cooperative School District after reasonable opportunity
for debate in open meetings, and unless a majority of the voters
of the Cooperative School District who are present and voting
shall vote in favor of adopting such amendment. Furthermore, no
amendment of these articles shall be considered except at an
annual or special meeting of the Cooperative School District and
unless the text of such amendment is included in an appropriate
article in the warrant for such a meeting.
The Cooperative School Board shall hold a public
hearing concerning the adoption of any amendment to these
articles of agreement at least ten (10) days before such annual
or special meeting and shall cause notice of such hearing and the
text of the proposed amendment to be published in a newspaper
having a general circulation in the district at least fourteen
(14) days before such hearing.
ARTICLE 11 : For the 1997-1998 school year exclusively, the
Cooperative School District will offer employment, on such terms
as the Cooperative School Board shall determine, to teachers
teaching in Grades 6 through 12 of the pre-existing districts as
of the date of operating responsibility, except that, (1) the
Cooperative School District will not employ more teachers than
the number of teaching positions established in the Cooperative
School District and (2) the Cooperative School District will not
be obligated to employ more teachers from a pre-existing school
district than the number necessary to teach the number of
students attending from that pre-existing district at the class
size determined by the Cooperative School Board, and (3) if the
Cooperative School Board determines that the Cooperative School
District requires more teachers than those teaching in Grades 6
through 12 of the pre-existing districts, the Cooperative School
Board may employ additional teachers, and (4) if no certified
teacher teaching in Grades 6 through 12 of the pre-existing
districts accepts a particular position at the Cooperative School
District on the terms offered by the Cooperative School Board,
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Che Cooperauive School Board may offer chat parcicular posicion
CO a ceacher who was noc employed in Che pre-exisCing discriccs.
ARTICLE 12 The dace of operacing responsibility of che
CooperaCive School DisCricc will be July 1, 1997. On the date of
operating responsibility, tuition payments under the Exeter AREA
Authorized Regional Enrollment Agreement shall terminate, subject
to any debits cuid credits to be computed for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1996, and June 30, 1997.
C:\C0MMOH\SGH\C5D\C00P\ARTOnkGR.WPO
THESE ARTICLES .AJIE SIGNED AND APPROVED BY A MAJORnT OF THE
COOPERATTVE SCHOOL DISTRICT PLANNING BOARD THIS •3''^ DAY OF
lJ±Xll±l>Vf
c-
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